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Chapter One
An Overview of the Economic Development of Hong Kong
Section (l); Introduction
Hong Kong is a small economy. The size of an economy
can perhaps best measured by the size of GNP. The GNP of
Hong Kong in 19?0 was approximately US$ 2.6 billion
comparing with US$ 8.1 billion of South Korea and US$ 5-5
billion of Taiwan. The three countries put together
generated less than 8 percent of that of Japan in the same
year. Besides, Hong Kong is a labour surplus economy.
The word 'labour surplus' is defined to mean an usually
high labourland ratio. Hong Kong has the population
( 1 )
density of 3,71 persons per square kilometers in 1970.
Finally, Hong Kong has no natural resources to speak of,
except having a harbour strategically located.
Entrepot trade was traditionally the source of
Hong Kong's growth before the post war period. Inherited
from the entrepot era are widespread skills in merchandi¬
sing techniques plus a highly developed banking, insurance,
(l) Taiwan has the population density of 408 persons per
square kilometers in 1970 and Korea 323 persons.
2shipping and communications system. In -addition, Hong
Kong's history of entrepot trade provided local. businessmen
with the connections in overseas markets, and inclined to
import innovations from other countries that could help it
protect or, improve its competitive position.
In developing countries, the economic development
process can only be understood within the context of
political changes. Hong-'Kong is of no exception. After
World War II, two external events occured to alter the
course of Hong-Kong's economic development. The first event
was the Chinese Civil War in 1948-1949, and the second event
was the Korean War in 1950-1952.
It was not until the political take-over of China by
the Communists in 19+8 when Hong Kong gained a great influx
of labour force and entrepreneurs from Mainland China.
within nine years, from 19+5 to 1954, the population increased
from '600, 000 to about 2,400,000, which increased by almost
300 percent. Among the refugees, some of them were Shanghai
industrials factories. They were soon ready to re-establish
these activities in Hong Kong. In 1948, Hong Kong had 8,000
spindles. by the end of 1951, there were 210,000 spindles
and 49500 power looms in operation. Besides human capital,
there was also a lot of physical capital flowing into Hong
(Kong. 2) Overall speaking, the huge injection of technical
3(2) Statistics of overseas capital movements do.not exist,
but according to Professor K.R. Chou, there was
probably a large influx.. See.K.R. Chou) The Hong Kong
Economy, Academic Publications, Hong Kong. September
1966, p.4-60.
know-how, capital, skilled labour and entrepreneurs which
laid down the foundation for the industrialization..
.-The Korean War broke out in 1950.. Mainland China
purchased a large number of'strategic materials prior to
and during the war, and thus lead to a sharp increase in the
prices of rubber, metal and chemical materials etc. Total
foreign trade of Hong Kong reached the highest level after
the World War II. It was after the end of Korean War when
the imposition of the United Nations' embargoes on the export
of strategic goods to Mainland China caused a sharp fall in
Hong Kong's entrepot trade. However, Hong Kong turned the
potential disaster to its advantage. It focused its energies
on the development of manufacturing industry as the means
for industrialization.
Unlike South Korea and.Taiwan, the industrialization
of Hong Kong was not accompanied by the 'import-substitution'
pattern for her economic development. The rapid growth in
4Hong Kong's manufacturing industry was accomplished-without
the protection from world competition and without direct
subsidization, the industrial development was export-
oriented. This is a very remarkable thing among the
developing countries.
Thanks to the smallness of the agricultural sector,
Hong Kong could..concentrate on the development of manufact-
uring industry when other developing countries had-to direct
a large part of their resources to their large agricultural
sector. Of the 403.8 square miles that make up Hong Kong' s
total land areas, only 12.4 percent is taking up with farming.
The 1971 census showed that. farmers and their dependents
comprised only 2.48 percent of the Hong Kong population,
while fishermen made up another 1.53 percent of the total.(3)
Hong Kong, like Japan before World War. II, has relied
on small firms, including thousands of cottage-industry
establishments. The basic advantage of cottage industries
is that they make use of otherwise unemployed or underempl-
oyed labour without the private cost of providing the service
of housing, subsistence etc. that occurs when factory
production of a modern type takes over production. It has
(3) Hong Kong 1973: A Review of 1972, Hong Kong Government
Press, p.5.
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Prior to 1959, domestic exports and re-exports were
not distinguished in official statistics. Figures
for these series, 1948-589 are estimates taken from
Chung, see below.
Sources: S.Y. Chung, The Role of Manufacturing Industry
in the Economy of Hong Kong, in: The Hong Kong
Economic Scene, ed. by J.W. England, University
of Hong Kong, Department of Extra-Mural Studies,
H.K. (1969).
Hong Kong Review of Overseas Trade, various years
Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong.
6been estimated that in the early 50's over 25-percent of the
..Hong Kong labour force was overtly unemployed, and many more
were-underemployed.(4). However., by the end of the decade
'surplus' labour had been absorbed-, By 1960, full employment
was achieved and has been maintained ever since.-
Economic-growth, in the western economic theory,.
depends largely -on .the snow-ball effect of capital accumula-
tion. In fact, Hong Kong did not undergo the picture like
this in the early stage of: economic development. The indus-
trialists who escaped from the Mainland China not only.equiped
.with human capital, but also physical. capital. Owing to the
political stability and liberal policies of Hong Kong,
overseas Chinese in the Southeast Asia regarded Hong Kong as
an ideal place for investment. In addition, because of the
low-wage levels in labour the foreign investment also inflew
into Hong Kong in the form of joint venture or setting up of
new subsidiaries in Hong Kona.
(4)E. Hambro, The Problem of Chinese Refugees in Hong Kong:
A Report Submitted to the United Nations Commission
for Refugees (Sythoff, 1955)9 p.480
7Based on the unique advantages we have discussed,
Hong Kong.was able to.transit from.entrepot economy into an
economy of self-substained manufacturing industry. Because.
of the small size of the domestic market of Hong Kong, the
industrialization process was accomplished by the. manufac-
tured-export .development.- The extent of. the shift from*
entrepot trade is indicated in Table 1. In 1968, the value
of domestic exports was four times that of re-export. This
shows that Hong Kong with.her.sound economic background and
dynamic businessmen, had' adjusted well to-'replace the economic
position of entrepot trade. The contributions of trade to
LDC with an open economy.has been very ably summarized by
Fei and Ranis in four asPects:(5)
Firstly, through trade these countries are able to
obtain the imports of capital goods and raw materials which
are necessary to improve their production and efficiency.
Secondly, a whole range of technological alternatives
developed in the West become available for these countries
(5) John C. H. Fei and G. Rani s, Development of the Labour
Surplus Economics. (Homewood, III: Richard D Irwin,
Inc, .1964).
8to pick and ctzoose Corm to suit their resources, environ-
ment and development strategy. Whether they 'choose wisely
or not, the opportunity is there.
Thirdly, through better international economic
contacts additional sources of capital-can be promoted
to finance the development-projects of these. countries.
The sources of foreign capital. include private foreign
capital, private. donnations, foreign aid .and foreign
loans.
Finally, the role of the export sector is to
provide in itself an additional source of savings available
for the expansion of the export industries.
We can conclude that at the early stage of
industrialization, Hong Kong was characterized as small,
labour surplus, poor in natural resources and most
important, a minor agricultural sector. In the past two
decades, Hong Kong found her comparative advantage in the
production of a limit number of commodities, textiles,
clothing, plastics, footwear, electronics and some other
miscellaneous manufactures. These goods that-are labour
intensive, technologically simple and standardized consumer
durable goods. Besides, these products do require neither
expensive advertisement expenses nor any special adoption
9to foreign tastes and conditions,, hence tend to have
easily accessible foreign markets and to sell largely
on the basis of prices. Low labour costs have contributed
to the successful competition of Hong Kong's products
with those of other exporting countries.
In the small economy of Hong Kong,. specialization
in the production of a few lines of labour-intensive
products is perhaps the best way to.realize economies of
.scale which are necessary to achieve higher pr-oductivity.
The diversification of.production'is perhaps not appro-
priate to Hong Kong, since it may require a huge amount
of foreign exchange to purchase the needed physical capital
and technology. Besides, Hong Kong is lack of natural
resources or materials for production, the manufactured-
export expansion may endeavor quick returns to purchase
the needed import materials or equipments.
Professor Bela Balassa said, International trade
theory tells us that small countries which do not affect
the prices of their exports and imports will maximize
welfare by specializing in accordance with price relations
on the world market..... This will not be the case,
however, for traditional primary exports whenever increases
in the country's exports lead to a fall in prices. For
these exports, then, the relevant decision rule will
10
involve equating marginal costs to-marginal revenue from
6)
exports rather than to Price.(
Hong Kong unlike most. of the LDCs, is not plagued
with a large agricultural sector hence, Hong Kong, as
Professor Bela Balassa said, would.maximize welfare by
specializing in accordance with price relations on the
world market. Accordingly,. the. high degree of freedom
and lack of protection is a must for the industrialization
process of Hong Kong. Furthermore, the openess of the'
economy of Hong-Kong also provided the ability to react.
quickly to changing market conditions in respect of the
whims of fashion and politics.- Finally, the low fixed-
capital intensity of Hong Kong impies that there is a
high flexibility for manufactures to move their resources
in any direction the situation demands.
(6) Bela Balassa, Growth Strategies in Semi-Industrial
Countries. Q.J.E., Feburary 1970, p.24-47.
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Section (2): Export Performance and Economic Development
of.Hong Kong
It is commonly believed that international trade
based on comparative advantage can make an impressive
contribution to a country's economic development in part
from the 'static' or direct gains from.trade, and in
part from.the 'dynamic'or indirect gains. If a country' s
resources are initially not fully employed, international
trade then opens up the 'possibility of a 'vent for
surplus',(7) by moving onto its production possibility
boundary which a country can produce a surplus to exchange
for imported goods.. This is a 'static' gain.
The 'dynamic' or indirect gains from trade represent
an outward shift of the production possibility-boundary
in the direction of the goods produced for exports brought
about by trade induced movement along the curve. This
release a country from the narrowness 'domestic markets
(7) This term is borrowed from Professor J.H. Williams,
The Theory of International Trade Reconsidered,
E.J., June 1929, P-195-209.
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greater division-.of labour-will raise the productivity
of its resources .through the growth of specialized skills
and the introduction of specialized techniques and capital
equipment in the export sector. It also allows acountry
to realize economies of scale. Thus the classical-econo-
mists were very much concerned international trade as an.
engine-of growth'-.
However, Myrdal and some. other economists have
argued that the facts'in LDCs are completely at variance
with the predictions of international trade theory.
It is also true that in some of the:LDCs a strong secular
growth of exports has_. failed to carry out substantial-ly
to other sectors and has therefore not led*to more wide-
spread development in the domestic economy.
The few spill-over (spread effects) to the rest
of economy reinforces dual economy and thus other
industries and values may be destroyed (backwash effects).
Trade probably does not contribute to the raising of
living standard of the LDCs. Like India which achieved
a very high growth of exports failed to lead the growth
in the domestic market. On the other hand, the rapid
progress achieved by the Japanese economy is usually
ascribed to export expansion.
13
According to H. Myint, the success of export
expansion is mainly-attributed to the-domestic-economic
policies,..... paradox cal to describe export exp.anson
-policies-as 'outward-looking' when their success vitally
depends on domestic economic policies......(8) Mostly,
I think, the problems underlying the export-led growth
of some LDCs may be due to the institutional factors,--
their social systems and cultures which are not easily.
adaptable to economic changes. As Walter-Elkan pointed
out, Development depends on having people who are
enterprising. Frequently- but not invariably- an
initial upsurge of development is attributable to the
enterprise exhibited by some minority groups in a
population-- Chinese in the Southeast Asia, Levantines
in West Africa, Asians in East Africa...... (9)
Therefore, a better growth rate on the one hand,.....
will depend on the expansion of demand in developed
market economies..... (10) and on the other hand,
(8) -H. Myint, Dualism and the internal intergation of
the LDC s, BNL, June 1970t P. 15k.
(9) Walter Elkan, An Introduction to Development
Economics, Penguin Books, 1973, P. 33.
(10) Review of International Trade Development 1970,
Part I,' Recent Trend in Trade and Development,
UNCTAD, 1970, p. 399
sufficient social and political change, as well
as economic change..... to make the economy more respon¬
sive to the stimulus from trade t» ( 1 1 )
It has been argued that development depends on
having people who are enterprising. Hong Kong, having
a large influx of industrialists from the Mainland China,
has met with this advantage. In most of the LDCs,
farmers existing at the margin of subsistence will find
it more rational to minimize risks than to maximize
( 1 2 )
profits. Besides, according to Beokev capitalistic
methods of production and distribution fail to spread
from export industries established and directed by
Western entrepreneurs, because of the absence of the
cultural and social prerequisties for Western Capitalism.
It has been argued that, people in the Southeast Asian
countries have only limited wants and that therefore
their supply curve of effort is backward sloping.
(11) G.M. Meier, International Trade and Development
(Harper Row, London, 196), p. 191-
(12) Boe'ke, J.H. (1953)» Economics and Economic Policy
of Dual Society, Institute of Pacific Relations,
P. 3-35.
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Small-scale producers,. especially in the- traditional-
sector, who dominate production are-not profit-oriented
but organized on the basis of the extended. family and
exchange is confined to neighbourhood barter. Therefore,
they can neither be induced to increase output by the
offer of higher prices nor can they be willing to assume
the risks of adopting better techniques of production,
introduced-by Western countries.
In short, Boeke' s explanation for the failure of
modern economic techniques to spread from the export
sector to other part of the economy is .simply that
..... the basic values and attitudes of the indigenous
population are incompatible with the type of behavior
required to introduce and successfully maintain produc-
tion based on the advanced techniques of developed
economies.(13) Therefore, Mydral's 'backwash effects'
in the LDCs may be explained by the institutional barriers
rather than by export expansion. In other words, countries
(13) Baldwin, R.E.*(1966), Economic Development and
Export Growth:. A study of Norhtern Rhodesia
1920-60, University of California Press, p. 7.
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suffering from.the drawbacks in the export expansion are
due to their social and cultural problems inherited in
their domestic economy. If they can abolish these
barriers, or are barrier-free like Hong Kong, export
expansion may lead to a rapid growth in their domestic
economy.
Given the example of Hong Kong, however, we cannot
deny the fact that international trade is the 'engine
of growth' for LDCs. But how can we explain that some
LDCs wishing to follow Hong Kong's model of development,
yet they fail? The reasons, as discussed above, may
be rather institutional and'social than economic.
According to G. Myrdal,(14) the most fundamental
is"..... the difficulty of penetrating markets firmly
held by enterprises that have built up trade connections,
built up research department..... and organised marketing
facilities through which they are kept aware of their
customers' needs and how these are changing......"
How has Hong Kong surmounted these difficulties?
(14) G. Myrdal, Asian Drama (New York), 1968, p. 650.
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With a well orgainzed_commercial sector left behind
from the entrepot trade, marketing channels and export-
markets for newly developed.manufactured products will
be very easy. Besides, thanks to this.commercial sector,
Hong Kong adopted a distinct method of exporting involving
the specialization in only one of the several stages.
necessary to- plan,.- design, produce and finally marketed
.a product.- Aided by the services of the commercial
sector, Hong Kong manufacturers were able to penetrate
into the developed markets. This promising way of
marketing, research, and planning appreciated by most'
of the developed countries may appear to have little
appreciation by the LDCs.- Hence,- they may be competitive
in the production stage but may be unable to market these
products because of the'lackness of the managerial
capabilities in planning, research and-design.
The general picture of development of foreign
trade of Hong Kong is summarized in Table 2. The average
annual growth rate of exports-during the 1950's was about
7.6 percent. The corresponding figures during the 1960's
were 17 percent. Thus, we can find out that the trade of
Hong Kong became greatly accelerated in the 60's. As
shown in the table, the phenomenal increase of export
is also reflected by the increasing ratio of exports to
imports.
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Table 2: The Growth Rate of Exports and
Export/Imports. Ratio of Hong Kong.
Average Annual Rate
Year Exports/Imports







Sources: Hong Kong Statistics, 1947-67.
Hong .Kong Annual-Reports, 1968-73,'
Increased competitive strength and a capacity
for-transformation enabled Hong Kong to increase its
exports and simultaneously achieve a high rate ofeconomic
growth. Hence, Hong Kong's growth is the so-called
'export-led' growth. This term is used in many senses,
but if we define it as the type of growth where (a) the
primary autonomous stimulus to economic development comes
from abroad, and (b) exports rise in response to this
stimulus,(15) then Hong Kong's economic growth is an'
export-led type,
(15) C.P. Kindleberger, Foreign Trade and the National
Economy (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press,
1962)q p. 195.
Hong Kong's success in the exports of manufactures
c.an be shown in Table 3- In 1935, Hong Kong had the
second largest volume of exports in manufactures among
the selected LDCs, while India was the most outstanding
one. However, in 1962, having replaced the position of
India, Hong Kong was the most successful region for the
exports of manfactures, it accounted for US$ 639.6 in
1962 comparing with US$ 33in. 1955- Keeping pace with
the growth of the economy of Hong Kong, her exports was
also the most remarkable one.
Linder's contention that the presence of a home
market is a necessary for exports to be successful may
( 16
be true as a general proposition. ' It is a well
observed fact, for instance, that LDCs generally initiate
their industrialization process by stting up industries
with products in domestic demand. Since concentrating
on the home market in the initial phase of industrialization
obviates the need to overcome the risks and uncertainties
associated with sales abroad, most of the LDCs have
adopted the 'import-substitution' policy as the develop¬
ment strategy.
(16) S.B. Linder, Essays in Trade and Tansformation,
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1961), p. 87.





























































(a) Manufactured exports are defined as exports of
chemicals, primary materials based manufactures
excluding non-ferrous base metal, machinery and
transport equipment and miscellaneous manufactures.
(B) For 1955, the exports for Singapore are included
in Malaysia.
Sources: United Nations, Yearbook of International Trade
Statistics, New York, various year.
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Although the process just described generally
holds true, the presence of- a home.market may not-be a
necessary precondition for exports in particular situation.
Manufactured exports from Hong Kong seems to prove this
point. It would-appear that the lack of a domestic market
and also of natural resources) has driven Hong Kong into
adopting more outward-looking industrialization strategy.
Basevi (17), has also shown .recently by examing the export
behavior of individual. firms that the presence of home
demand is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition
for exports.
17) G. Basevi, Domestic Demand and Ability to
Export, J.P.E., Vol. 78, 1970, p. 330.
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Section (3):. Export Orientation of Hong Kong
To what extent can the growth in.industrial
production be attributed to expansion in export demand,
as against the expansion in domestic demand arising from
population growth, income growth, and import substitution?
The contribution of export demand to growth in industrial
production may be'measured by the incremental export/
output ratio, that is the ratio of the increase in export
demand to increase in output of a given year. However,
the data of industrial production of Hong Kong are not
available until recently. Anyway, it is estimated
that 'the export/output ratio was very high in the past
decades.
Based on the data of 1970, we can have an overall
observation of the ratio. In Table 4, the total export
output for 1970 was over 60 percent which was a very
high ratio comparing with other LDCs. The most export-
oriented industries, with the ratios more than 90 percent,
is the clothing group. Except textiles and metal manufac-
turing except machinery groups, other industries such as
plastics, electronics, wigs and footwear.have a ratio,
on the average, over 80 percent.
23
Table 24: Total Value of Manufacturing Output and




Clothing 4,725.9 49325. 1 92
Garments except Knitwear 2,844.9 2,6og.6 92
1-, 212,9 1, 11.2.5Knitwear from yarn 92
Other wearing apparel 668.1 603. o- 9o
481,679.5.Textiles 3,L+70.7-
Spinning 1,045.8 337.3. 32
Weaving 1,276.2 705.6 55
Knitting 65227.33+3.6
Finishing 498.-1 181.9 37








x+74.1 240.4Metal Manufactures except 51
machinery
9,707. 1Total of the above 12,690.7 77
6518, 0+8.7 11,722.8Total of all manufactures
Sources: Census- and Statistics Department, 1971 (Pilot)
Census of Manufacturing Establishments,
Hong Kong, January, 1972.
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The reasons for this high export/output ratios
for Hong Kong, as-we have discussed, were the limited
size of her domestic market and the success in specializing
in-a few number of products according to the comparative
advantage of Hong Kong. Facing with the narrowness of
the domestic market, Hong Kong was able to -manufacture
the products coping up with the demand of overseas
consumers. By any means, it seems safe to-conclude that
the growth in industrial production was. mainly attributed.
to the. rapid. expansion of export demand.
The extent of export orientation can highly be
revealed by the degree of dependence of a country on
trade. A high degree of dependence on trade will lead
to the dependence of the country's economic welfare on
foreign economic forces. Insofar as a country produces
goods that has high marginal income elasticities of
demand, as do most of the Hong Kong exports, the
propersity of its domestic industries is directly
correlated with the propersity of the importing countries.
In Table 5, the extent of export orientation is
estimated to be the appropriate domestic export arid
GDP ratio in nominal terms. Three major points emerge
from the data. First, the ratios are extremely large.
' -
Second, though these ratios fluctuate, yet it shows a
secular tendency to increase. Finally, -there is a strong
positive correlation between changes in domestic exports
and GDP.
Table 5: Hone: Kone Nominal Export Dependence,
1961-1973









































From 1961 to 1973, the average ratio of dependence
was over 50 percent. This high dependence on trade of
Hong Kong indicated that export sector is.the leading
sector to the economy of Hong Kong. As we have pointed..
out that Hong Kong-has a minor agricultural sector,-
the. manufacturing outputs are mainly for exports. The
rapid growth in exports will lead to-the growth.-of--domestic
economy. In'tota-l volume of trade, Hong Kong lies ninth
in the world which is very remarkable considering.its•-
size. Table 6 shows a comparison of exports per-capita
between leading Asian countries.
Table 6: Comparison of Exports Per Head, 1965
Domestic exports






Sources: Economic Bulletin for Asia and the Far East,
1Q67 (nited Nations, Bangkok, 1968).
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The fluctuation in the ratios underlying the small-
ness of the domestic demand also illustrate that Hong
Kong's economy .is very 'vulnerable'. The highest ratio
is 66.61 percent in .1969, and the lowest, 47.80 in 1965.
The standard deviation is 3.5 percent and the arithmetic
mean of the yearly ratios is 56.62 percent, so that
about 95 percent of the ratios fall between 63.48 percent
and 49.76 percent, reflecting again not only the importance
of the export sector, but also its varibalitity. The
common belief that fluctuations in exports will generate
domestic-instability has led many LDCs to reject trade
as the engine of growth. But recent findings have shown
that Hong Kong has enjoyed a high degree of stability
(18)in the exports of a small number of commodities.
(18) James Riedel, The Industrialization of Hong
Kong, J.C.B. MOHR (PAUL SIEBECK) TUBINGEN,
p. 20-28.
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There is a long-term tendency for the ratios to.
increase. For the period 1961-1973, the average increase
in nominal term was 1.83 Points per Year.(19) Three
discernible shifts in these trend can be identified.
First, domestic exports.average about 48.45 percent of
GDP.. for the' period- 196 1-1965. In the second. phrase,
from-1965 to 1966, the average share of. the ratios..
increased more and up to about 52.82 percent. After
1968, the ratios were.accelerated up to 1973, with the
average ratio around 64.68percent. The increase..of the.'.
dependence ratios again support the point that Hong Kong's
economic growth_is mainly attributed to the growth in'
export.
Finally, the correlation coefficient between
domestic export and GDP was about 99 percent. It shows
a strong positive correlation between changes in domestic
exports and GDP. Again, it points out that Hong Kong' s
economy mainly depends on the export sector.
(19) The regression line for 1961-73 is given as:
Yc 56.62+ 1.83 X (origin: 1961)
where, Yc is the trend value of the ratios of
domestic export to GDP.
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Section(4): Employment and Expor-t Growth
In general, wage employment in most of the LDCs
is a minority status, seldom emcompass.ing so much as
20 percent of those of working age and- of ter fewer. (20)
This is. not the. case for Hong Kong. With a remarkable
export sector, the' labour force of Hong Kong has-been
largely absorbed directly and indirectly by the-rapid
expansion of exports. The demand for manufacturing
products, and hence the derived demand for labour in-
manufacturing sector, originates largely.abroad in
Hong Kong's export markets.
It can be observed from Table 8 that the average
growth rates of employment in manufacturing industry
far exceed that of population. The critical minimum
effort criterion for successful development is thus
satisfied. (21 The 1961 census of occupational distri-
bution of Hong Kong's population showed that manufacturing
(20) Singer, H.W. (1970), Brief Note On Unemployment
Rates in Developing Countries' 19 Manpower and
Unemployment Research in Africa, Vol. 3, p. 1.
(21) J. Fei and G. Ranis, op. cit., p. 121.
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was the largest sector, about 40 percent of the total
working population..(22) We can find that there were
almost identical- growth rates between industrial
employment and manufacturing employment. This is not
surprising since employment. of the, manufacturing industries,
on the average, accounted for about 94+ percent of the total
industrial employment. The-pattern of growth. in -popula-
tion in contrast with that of industrial employment
clearly points to a rapid 'shift of labour force towards
the industrial sector.
Growth in manufacturing employment teas teen
strongly correlated with the growth in domestic exports.
Although year-to-year changes in the growth rates of
manufacturing employment and of domestic exports do not
correspond closely, both because of changes in domestic
demand and because of variations in productivity increases.
Owing to the smallness of the domestic market of Hong
Kong, large proportion of the manufacturing output has
to be absorbed by the export.demand. Hence, a successful
expansion of exports can secure the employment of labour
force in Hong Kong.
(22) Hong Kong Statistic Department, 1972.
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Table 7:. Population, Industrial and Manufacturing




Industrial Manufacturing (HK Mn)PopulationYear




5, 027329, 21 41965 3579497395979900
5 7301966 3L+6, 990376,711396299900
6,7001967 399,918431 997 33,722,800
8,42847294121968 506,7533,802,700
1095181969 524+,371561 95633,863,900
54+9, 178 12, 3471970 589,5053,959,000




** According to figures for March of each year.
Sources: 'Population' Hong Kong Statistics 19t7-67
Hong Kong Annual Report, various years, Appendix.
Commissioner of Labour, Annural Departmental
Reports, various issues.
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8.4 15.58.51963- 4.2 .3.6
15.617.62.5 17.01964
13.51.21.12.71965










Growth rates represent year-to-year changes
Sources: same as Table 7
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Table 9: Growth rates in Employment of
selected Hong Kong Industries.
1962-2973
Plastic Electrical MetalWearing
TextileApparel productsYear products products
5 4.9 63.315.1 11.715. 11962
2.7 18.82.7 18. 11963 9.5
4.461.7-3A. o13.113.1196+
-0.1 22.5 1.31965 5.6 5.6
-1.744.81966 7.75.95.9
13.311.311.31967 7.252.3







-2.9 16.8 5.91973 10.8 3.8
Average
4.327. 113.81962-73 8. 1 5.9
Sources: same as Table 7.
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Table 9 shows the.growth rates of employment in
selected-manufacturing industries for Hong Kong. The
industries are the main contributors to the rapid growth
in Hong Kong's domestic exports. Changing importance of
individual industries can be highlighted by the changes
in the structure of the corresponding amount of employ-
ment. For 1962-73, the average growth rates of textile
employment was about 5.9 percent, metal products was
about 4.3 percent, while that of wearing apparel was
about 8.1 percent, plastic products was 13.8 percent,
and-electrical products was 27.1 percent.
Before the Korean War, textiles and metal products
were the leading industries for Hong Kong.' During the
last decade, clothing assumed the leading place in domestic
exports. The electrical industry started its intensive
growth in the recent domestic exports. This trend
indicated that Hong Kong's industry was shifting towards
'skill-intensive' industries.
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Section (5): Commodity and Market Composition
Table 10 gives the-percentage distribution of
domestic exports for -the years 1960-73, according to
the Standard International Trade. Classification (SITC).
From this table, we can notice a few important features
of the domestic exports of Hong Kong.. First.-the huge
concentration of exports classified under Section 5,6,7
and 8 shows the predominance of the manufacturing exports
to the total exports of Hong Kong. Adding together, they
accounted for more than 90 percent of the domestic exports
on the average year. Secondly, we can -see a decreasing
proportion for Section 6, which is mainly due to the
declining importance of textile yarn. Third, Section 8
constituted roughly two-thirds of the total domestic
exports, which was largely explained by the increase in
clothing. Fourth, the rapid increase of exports in
Section 7 indicates the rapid export expansion of the
electronic products, though the export share of it was
still small. Finally, the small export share in
Section 0-Li reveals that Hong Kong is lack of land and
other natural resources.
The major manufacturing exports is shown in
Table 11. The largest category of domestic exports was
Tu i o: The Structure of Exports: Hong Kong, 1966 - 197 3
SITC Commodity Grou] 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
Total
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Table 1 1: Major Export Commodities,.
selected years. (HK$ Mn)
Commodity 1960 1965 1970 1971 1972 197.3
Total 2, 867 5,027 12, 347 13,750 15, 245 19,4+74
100)(ioo) (100) (100) (loo) (ioo)
Clothing 1,010 1,773 5 9 464 6,1134-9 337 79425
(35.2.) (35.3) (35. 1) (39.7) (L+0.1) (/+o-.1)
834 19277- .19552 2,352Textiles' yarns, 554+ . 1 f 398
fabrics, and (9..3) 16.6) (10-3) (10.2) (10.2) 12.1)
made-up articles
Footwear 115 153 266302 351 304
.(4.o) (1.4)(3.0) (z.4) (2.6) (2.0)
.228 x+0520 46 175Travel goods, 302
handbags (0.7) (0.9) (-1.4) (1.7) (2.0) (2.0).
* *Wigs 224 10LL72 937 527
60
1.5)(1.L+) (7.6) ,3.8)
Toys dolls 116 1, 102 1,217 1941-4978Sw5
(4.o) (6.9) (7.9) (8.0) (8.0) (7.3)
x+18266Artificial 149 4+ 16 479J54
:2.5)
flowers :2.6)(5.2) (5.3) (3•L) (2.7)
* *Transistor 128 1,1+8712549 919
radios (6.0)(2.5) (/+.L+) (5.2) (6.0)
* * * * 225 276259Transistors 388
diodes (2.1) (1.6) (2.0)(1.8)
* * * * 2711 LoiElectrical 302 556
(2.6)electronic parts (2.2) (2.2) (2.9)
components
* * 217 262 422184Jewelery 52
wares (1.7)(1.6)(1.5)(1.0) (1.7)
* * 2028 135 175 293Watch clocks
0.2) (i. 1) (1.3) (1.3) (1.5)
80.573. 168.4 80. 0% of total 79.x+ 79.9
domestic exports
Note: (a) The percentage of the total domestic exports to
each commodity is shown in the parentheses.
The commodity with** imply that they are not
seperately classified or not produced.
Source: Hong Kong Review of Overseas Trade, various years.
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clothing, containing about 35 percent-of the total- in
both 1960 and 1970, 40 percent of the' total in both
1971 and 1973 Next were textile yarns, fabrics and
made-up articles, comprising about 19 percent-of the.
total in 1960, but showed a decrease' trend, about 12
percent in .1973
Adding together, transistor radios, electrical
and electronic parts and components'had shown to be the
fastest growing sectors from 1965 to 1973. The seemed
to have no place in the share of domestic exports of
Hong Kong before 1965, but they accounted for 8.7 percent
of the total in 1970 and 11 percent of the total in 1973
The increase had shown much faster than the relatively
traditional' types of products, namely textiles, foot-
wear.
Among the commodity composition, the most striking
change is the category of wigs. It fell from the height
peak of 7.6 percent of the total in 1970 to 0.5 percent
in 1973. The other decreasing categories are footwear,
from 4 percent of the total in 1960 to 1.4 percent in
1973. Other commodities, including travel goods, hand-
bags, toys and dolls, jewelery goods and wares and watch
and clocks all showed a stable increase from 1960 to 1973.
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The market composition of Hong Kong's exports. is
shown in Table 12. We can see that the United States
was the largest importer of the domestic exports of.
Hong Kong. The share of which grew substantially from
26 percent in 1960 to L12 percent in 1970 and then fell
to 35 percent in 1973. The United Kingdom-although-it-
remains the second largest customer- of Hong Kong, the
share of which declined from 20.4 percent to 14.5 percent
over the period 1960-73..
West German', the third largest importers of Hong
Kong, increased its share from 3.7 percent in 1960 to
9.8 percent in 1973- From 1960 to 1972, the share of
Canada had shown a steady increase and became the fourth
largest market of Hong Kong in 1972, superseding Japan.
But its share declined from 3.3 percent to 2.6 percent
in 1973, while Japan's share rose from 3.1 percent in
1972 to 5.5 percent in 1973 therefore, Japan became
remained the fourth largest market of Hong Kong in 1973.
The other major importers from Hong Kong are
Australia, Singapore, the Netherlands, Sweden and Taiwan.
In the later years, the shares of these markets showed
remarkable increase which indicated that Hong Kong was
undergoing the 'market diversification' process facing
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with the trade. and non-trade barriers of the importers.
Excluding Singapore for which 196-0 figures are not avai-
lable, the nine countries took 80 percent of Hong Kong's
domestic exports of manufactures in 1973 and 61.6 percent,
in 1960.













% of the total
domestic exports
Sources: same as Table 11
1960 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973
75 1.719 5.190 5.708 6.125 6.825
(26.0) (2k.2) (k2.0) (41.5) (40.2) (35.0)
8 R61 1..U81 1.946 2.193 2. 814
(20.k) (17. 1) (12.0) (14.2 ) ( 1 4.4 ) ( 14.5)
107 371 98 5 1 . 128 1 . 525 1.902
(3.7) (7.4) (8.0) (8.3) (10.0) (9.8)
77 125 289 48+ 501 512
(2.7) (2.7) (3.1) (3-5) (3-3) (2.6)
101 133 492 484 480 1,065
(3.5) (2.6) (4.0) (3.5) (3.1) (5-5)
86 134 359 402 445 771
(3.0) (2.7) (2.9) (2.9) (2.9) (4.0)
143 280 332 350 536
(2.8) (2.3) (2.4) (2.3) (2.8)
16 86 216 250 295 411
(0.6) (1.7) (1.7) (1.8) (1.9) (2.1)
34 85 242 195 254 324
(1.2) (1.7) (2.0) (1.4) (1.7) (1.7)
14 17 147 213 233 390
(0.5) (0.2) (1.2) (1.6) (1.5) (2.0)
61.6 73.2 79.2 81.0 81.3 79.85
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Chapter Two
The Pattern of Trade Flows in Hong Kong: Revealed
Comparative Advantage
Section (1): The Methodological Background
Why does agiven country export or import some
commodities but not others? A large literatures have
been developed in recent decades that identifies and
then emprically tests the results of the differences
upon the structure and composition of trade. The central
purpose of this chapter is to find a suitable methodology
that examines the changes in the volume, direction, and
composition of Hong Kong's export trade flows and growth
within the limitations of the existing data of trade in
Hong Kong.
In assessing these problems, some economists rely
on factor endowments, production costs, relative and
absolute prices to determine the comparative cost
structure of trade, employment, and income differentials.
The advantages of these approaches are that they are
'real', quantifiable, and at least theoretically capable
of precise measurement. However, the 'price' and 'cost'
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data are extremely short in Hong Kong, these 'direct'-
variables' in assessing trade of Hong Kong is not possible.
Besides, a significant omission of this 'direct method'
shared by virtually most of the analysis is the refection
of the 'non- price'-variables underlying trade.- On the
other hand, any broadly inclusive hypothesized explanat-
ions for trade-would be, difficult to' assert for-the-
1imited number of commodities in the -export of Hong-
Kong. It is also known that such attempts as have been
made to test these hypothesis have largely utilized
data from the high-income, developed countries. There-
fore, these direct hypotheses have not been, and in some
cases cannot be, tested with sufficient rigor to make
one confident that the findings would be either
supportable or operable for Hong Kong. Direct testing
of the trade specialization hypotheses is ruled out.
There is a need to find a method of analysis subject
to the data limitations of Hong Kong that will allow
questions to be posed in a conceptual framework that
permits careful investigation.
Adequate evidence has been shown that the non-
price variables are thought to constitute an important
influence on trade flows, especially when evaluating
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the actual or potential -trade between developed and
less-developed countries. (2-3) The ambiguity of the
non-price variables makes them more difficult to
quantify and probably insures that any resul-ting-
estimates of. explanatary variables should therfore
be. advanced more hestantly. The difficulty-of dealing
with these factors, goes far in explaining their infre-
quent inclusion in trade constructs. Yet economists
interested'in international trade and economic develop-
ment ignore them at the expense of comprehensiveness
and realism. Their exclusion in the discussion above
constitutes a fundamental weakness common to all such
efforts that is no less real despite its difficulty
to overcome.
(23) See, for example, several discussions of non
price variables in Kravis, and Lipsey, Price
Competitiveness in World Trade. See also United
Nations, Non-Tariff Distortions of Trade (New
York: Committee for Economic Development, 1969).
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Section (2): The Suggested Approach
It follows from the recent advent of 'indirect'
estimates of comparative advantages that have been
developed as an alternative to empirically answering
questions about factor use and the gains from trade.
The central assumption lying at the .heart of all the
indirect approaches is that the complex data require-
ments economists need in order to employ-direct
measures of the-level of trade specialization and the
gains from trade (including factor endowment, prices
and productivity, and the like) are 'implicitly'
reflected in a country's trade returns. Accordingly,
there will be no need to seperately identify and
calculate the effects of these variables.
Professor Bela Belassa put forward the general
case for 'indirect' estimates when he said:
'..... is it necessary to explicitly take
account of all the influences that determine comparative
advantage? This would be a rather laborious exercise
and, in view of the difficulties of assigning numerical
values to these. variables, it might bring disappointing
results. Instead, for purpose of indicating the
possible consequences of trade liberalization, it appears
sufficient to provide information on revealed comparative
»(22)
advantage.x
One of the first attempts to employ indirect
approach to analyse the composition of trade was made
(25)
by H. Tysznski in 1956. Concentrating mainly on
manufactures in the first half of the twentieth
century, he attempted to investigate the effects of
changes in world demand for exports and the accompanying
shifts in the competitive position of several leading
manufacturing countries in the world. Since then, a
lot of the studies have adopted this method in the
international trade.
Following the general theme, Bela Belassa has
developed another indirect measure of comparative
(2k) Bela Belassa, Trade Liberalization and 'Revealed'
Comparative Advantage, M.S.E. 36, no. 2 (l965)
p. 103.
(25) H. Tysznski, World Trade in Manufactured Commodities,0
1899-1950, M.S.E. 19 (1951), P. 272-30
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Following the general theme, Bela Belassa has
developed another indirect measure of comparative
advantage called the trade intensity method. He also
focuses on manufactured products among leading developed
countries. This method utimately seeks to determine a
country's ratio of exports to imports. Cross-sectional
comparisons- of these ratios over time for a given
commodity-or commodity group exhibit what he calls
'Revealed' Comparative Advantage. Rather than look at
productivity and wage-level data to see what'commodities
ought to be exchanged, says Belassa, one determines
from the data what has been traded and essentially
asserts that productivity'and comparative wages are
already reflected in the goods flow.
The major drawback of the trade intensity method
is that it lumps all the competitive and structural
factors together into one overall category and thus
cannot differentiate between even major factors.
Considering this problem, the present author has linked
the Tysznski approach as well as the trade intensity
approach together to analyse the changes in the volume,
direction, and composition of Hong Kong's export trade
flows and growth. By means of the trade intensity
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approach, we can reveal the comparative advantage
structure of the export trade of Hong Kong. Then,
the Tysznski approach will. be uc'ed as a remedy to
analyse the major factors affecting the export structure
of Hong Kong over time. In order to pose more compre-
hensively into the picture, the linking of the two
approaches is a must.
The 'Rrevealed' Comparative Advantage Approach
has been used by the following studies:
1) Bela Belassa, Trade Liberalization and 'Revealed'
Comparative advantage, MS.E. 36, no. 2 (1965),
p. 99-123.
2) A.J. Brown, Applied Economics Aspects of the World
Economy in War and Peace. (London: George Allen
Unwin Ltd., 1947)q p. 2 1 2-226.
3) K. Kojima, Japan and a Pacific Free Trade Area
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971).
The Pattern of International Trade among Advanced
Countries, H.J.E. 5 (June 1964), p. 16-36.
The Pattern of Triangular Trade among the U.S.A.,
Japan, and Southeast Asia, D.E. (March-August
1962)q p. 48-74.
I. Yamazawa, Intensity Analysis of World Trade
Flows, Hitotsubashi Journal of Economics, (Feb¬
ruary 1970)} P. 61-86, Structural Changes in
World Trade Flows, H.J.E. ( 1 971).
5) S. Han and H. Liesner, Britain and the Common
Market: The Effect of Entry on the Pattern of
Manufacturing Production. (Cambridge University
Pres s, 1971)•
6) M. Panic and A. Rajan, Production Changes in
Industrial Countries' Trade: 1955-1968, Two Studies.
(National Economic Development Office, Monograph
No. 2, 1971).
7) Thomas G. Parry, Trade and Non-Trade Performance
of U.S. Manufacturing Industry: 'Revealed'
Comparative Advantage, M.S.E., Vol. no. 1-,
p. 158-171.
8) Uribe, P. de Leeuw, C.G. and Theil, H. The Infor¬
mation Approach to the Prediction of Interregional
Trade Flows, R.E. Stud., Vol. 33 (1966).
9) John E. Roemer, U.S.-Japanese Trade Competition in
Third-Country Markets, Research Series no. 22,
Institute of International Studies, University of
California., Berkely, 1975. The Effect of Sphere
of Influence and Economic Distance on the Commodity
Composition of Trade in Manufactures, University
of California, Davis, Working Paper no. 52, July
1975. Extensions of the Concept of Trade Intensity,
H.J.E. (june 1976)p. 29-35.
10) Atsushi Murakami, Economic Policies of Japan
Toward Developing Asian Countries: The Role of
Japan in Economic Cooperation, Kobe University
Economic Review, no. 17» 1971 P» 30-53«
11) Yoshiaki Nishimukai, Recent Changes in Japan's
Trade with Latin American and Brazil, Kobe
University Economic Review, Vol. 15, 198, p. 77-169.
12) Maurice Girgis, Development and Trade Patterns in
the Arab World, W.A. 1971, p. 153-10.
13) Perter Drysdale, Japanese-Australian Trade,
Australian National University (unpublished
thesis) 1967. Pacific Economic Integration:
An Australian View, in Kiyoshi Kojima ed.,
Pacific Trade and Development, Japan Economic
Research Center, Tokyo, (February 1968).
14) Grubel, H.G. Intra-Industry Specialization and the
Pattern of Trade, Canadian Journal of Economics
and Political Science, XXXIII (August 197)?
p. 37-88.
The Tysznski Approach has been used by the
following authors:
l) Balassa, B., Recent Developments in the Competi¬
tiveness of American Industry and Prospects for the
Future, in U.S. Congress, Join Economic Committee,
Factors Affecting the United States Balance of
Payments. Washington: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1962, p. 27-5. The Structure of Protection
in Developing Countries, Baltimore, Md., the Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1971
2) Baldwin, R.E., The Commodity Composition of Trade:
Selected Industrial Countries, 1900-195 R.E.
Stat, XL (February 1958, Supplement), p. 50-71•
3) Stern, R.M. Foreign Trade and Economic Growth in
Italy. (New York: Frederich A. Praeger), 19 7
Chapter 2.
Ooms, V.D., Models of Comparative Export Performance,
Y.E.E. 7 (Spring 1967), P- 103-1.
5) Naya, Seiji, The Commodity Pattern and Export
Performance of Developing Asian Countries to the
Developed Countries, E.D.C.C, (July 1967).
6) Romanis, A., Relative Growth of Exports of
Manufactures of United States and Other Industrial
Countries, Staff Papers, VIII (May 1959)
p. 241-73.
7) Richardson, J.D., Constant-Market-Shares Analysis
of Export Growth. Doctoral dissertation, Universit}'
of Michigan, 1970.
8) Liang Kuo-shu, Trade and Employment in Taiwan,
Sino-American Conference on Manpower in Taiwan,
June 1972, Taipei, Taiwan.
9) J.B. Donges, Spain's Industrial Exports: An
Analysis of Demand and Supply Factors, W.A.,
1972, p. 191-231.
10) Junz, H.B. and R.R. Rhomberg, Prices and Export
Performance of Industri al Countries, 1953-63,
I.M.F., Staff Papers, XII (July 1965), p. 224-69.
11) Narvekar, P.R. The Role of Competitiveness in
Japan's Export performance, 1954-58, I.M.F.,
Staff Papers, VIII (November i960), p. 83-100.
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12) Spiegelglas, S.,' World Exports of Manufactures,
1953 vs. 1937, M.S..E., XXVII (May 1959), P. 111-39.
13) A.K. Cairncross, Factors in Economic Development,
Unwin University Books, 1962, Chap. 14.
14) Ranadev Banerji, *The Export Performance of Less
Developed Countries A Constant Market Share.
Analysis, W.A., (September 1974), p. 447-48 1.
15) Alfred Maizels, Industrial Growth.and World Trade,
Cambridge, 1962,' Chap. 8.
In our study, two periods are selected: 1966/67
and 1972/73• 1966/67 represents the mid-sixties, while
1972/73 represents the early seventies. Two-year
averages are used for each period to lessen the bias
arising from yearly fluctuations in trade value. The
following twelve markets are considered: the U.S.A.,
Canada, Japan, Bel-Lux., France, German, Italy,
Netherlands, U.K., Sweden, Switzerland and Australia.
They are the main importing countries of the world
and Hong Kong. Adding together, these countries account
for roughly 85 percent of the exports of manufactured
goods. Besides, it is thought that the trade statistics
of' DC s are more reliable.
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To facilitate the studies of the export growth and
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From Table 13 it is seen that the total value of
the above manufactured goods represent about 90 percent
of the total exports of Hong Kong. In order to make a
more relevant comparison with the world trend of each
commodity, the world import demand of the relevant
groups is used to measure the world trend.
Table 13: Major Exports of Hong Kong: Distribution By Commodity Division
and Groups,( 1966-1973)
Sub-Total SITC 0-9 (A)
N N2Year N3 N4 N5 N6 N N (A) (B) (B)1 87
1966 1097 476 184 176921 1162035 88.3457 5,062 5730
1967 1453 219 80 200 133936 2, 312 6,700590 88.405,923
3006 1, 8801968 27 1 125 240 1491 ,035 8,428772 88.737,478
2,4951969 1, 126 1, 058 295 292143 1573,826 89.299, 392 10, 518
1970 1,277 3f 142 1,293 175 175 11,0424 9333 89.43302 345 12, 347
1971 1398 228 187 13,41559463 3,902 13!7501 ,541 351 345 97.56
1151972 1,552 6l 13 1,963 200 1397692, 920 15, 2453o4 302 90.32
1973 2,622 266 405 257,454 17,/+012352 3,52!4 19,474521 89.36
Section (3) Revealed Comparative Advantage and Its
Extension
The Balassa-type approach to international
competitiveness measures arose from the difficulties
of measuring an industry's actual comparative advantage
in production. In a two-country, two-factor world
where production functions are identical internationally,
and the elasticity of substitution among the factors of
production is zero or unity, the relative factor
intensities of individual commodities will be uniquely
determined, and international specialization will
correspond to intercountry differences in factor-
endowments.
In a comparative study of nineteen countries,
Arrow and some others have claimed that substitution
elasticities are generally lower than unity. Besides,
they are also differ among industries, which imply
that relative factor intensities would not be indepen-
( 26 )
dent of factor prices. ' According to Balassa, an
(26) KJ. Arrow, H.B-. Chenery, B.S. Minhas and R.M.
Solow, Capital-Labour Substitution and Economic
Efficiency, R.ES August 1961, P» 225-30.
ideal trade model should be the one that can account
for all the factors which influence an industry's
comparative advantage for determining trade in a many-
( 27 )
country situation.v ' Balassa argued that the
'revealed' performance of an industry's trade pattern
would serve as an adequate indicator of that industry's
trade revealed comparative advantage in international
trade. The Revealed Comparative Advantage (R.C.A.)
method would, he argued, reflect costs of production
as well as non-price factors in an industry's operations.
The R.C.A. index (trade intensity idex) of country
i with another country is measured by the ratio of that
country's share in country i's exports to its total
share in world imports. The R.C.A. approach to inter-
national competitiveness argues that if country's
relative share in world trade of commodity j is greater
than its overall share in total world trade, then
country i has a 'revealed' comparative advantage in
exporting commodity j.
(27) B. Balassa, Trade Liberalization and 'Revealed'
Comparative Advantage, M.S.E., May 1965 P 99-103.
The measure of a particular industry's relative
export performance will reflect the competitive position
in international trade of that industry, relative to the
competitive position of other home industries's exports.
The determinants of an industry's relative export
performance can be grouped under two categories:
comparative advantage in production and comparative
advantage in marketing. An industry's comparative
advantage in production may include the traditional
factors of trade theory, labour and capital, as well as
other factors of production, such as technology,
skilled labour, economies of scale and non-competitive
production advantages. Comparative advantage in market¬
ing includes marketing expertise and product differen¬
tiation, tariffs, geographical distances and political
reasons etc.
For analytical purposes, we shall extended the
trade intensity index so that one can achieve a more
complete description of trade composition.
Let
Vi .
X. . = exports of country (area) i to country ji i
° commodity h
•i_
X = i's export of the world of commodity h
i
X. . = i's exports of all commodity to i
ij J °
X ' = i's exports to the world
= exports from the world to area j of
commodity h
M. = exports from the world to area i
J
M1 = the world's exports of commodity h
M = Total world trade
where,
From these, the following definition will a pply
throughout the study:
i's share of j's import market ir
commodity h
i's share of j's total import market
i's share in the world's total
imports of commodity h
i's share in the world's total imports
Then we can define four concepts of trade intensity:
(1] = ifs h-commodity intensity o
J trade in i-area
(2) = i's h-commodity intensity of
trade
(3) = i's j-area intensity of trade
in h-commoditv
CO = ifs j-area intensity of trade
The area intensity and commodity intensity
(Equation 2 and 4) measure the extent to which area i
controls a particular area or commodity market in relation
to its strength (market share) in the world market.
The j-area intensity of trade in commodity h (Equation
1 and 3) measures the extent to which area i controls
the h-commodity market in a particular area j compared
to its control of the market world-wide. By using the
four intensity concepts defined, a much more richer
description of areacommodity composition of trade can
v, (29)
be provided.
(28) For better examination, we may multiply the corr¬
esponding intensity index by 100.
(29) Kojima and Balassa use the concept of definition
in (2) and (k) only.
It is clear that some appropriate averages of
these intensities should be unity. The weighting systems
are given by:
for any i
for any i, h
for any i
fpr any i, j
As an example, Equation (3) is derived:
These indices may take up any non-negative values.
It is equal to zero if the two countries do not trade
with each other, and it approaches infinity as the
value of country j's world imports approaches zero.
Unidirectional trade is considered not to be intensive
between any pair of countries if the context of a
large number of countries, say 100, they all trade
uniformally; i.e. they export the same value of goods
to each other. Trade intensity index is then equal to
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one between each.pair. In fact, trade will never be
.distributed in precisely this way.
An export intensity of more (less) than one
indicates that country i is exporting more (less) to
country j' than might be expected from country j' s share
in total world trade. Country i can therefore be said
to have developed her export markets more (less)
intensively in country j than in some other countries.
The greater (smaller) the intensity of country i's
export to country j,.the more (less) complementary
their industrial structures are like to be, the closer
(farther) they are likely to be geographically,
historically and culturally etc. In other words,
country i is more (less) successful in adapting its
exports to country j, overcoming (failing in) the
competition of the other countries.
The data in Table 14 suggests a significant
difference in the relative export performance of Hong
Kong manufacturing industries as between different
export markets.(30) The relative export performance
(30) Balassa does not consider inter-country differences
in'the relative differences in the relative export
performance of an industry.
Table 14: Trade Intensity Index and Rank) of Selected Hong Kong Manufacturing
Tnr1iicri cic_ 1Q/(,7
Italy NetherlandCanada U.S.A. Japan Bel-Lux France German U.K. Sweden Switzerland Australia
2(7) 4(6) Lt6(8)N1 26(6) 23(5.5)13(8) 12(7)191(5) 13(5) zo4(2)55(Lt) 11(8)
65(6) 2(8) 80(1) 23(8)N2 150(6) 268(3)1o3(1) 141(4)9(5 77(1)31(4) 33(1)
49(7) 40(5)48(5) 48(6) 15(6)21(6) N3 240(4)23(5.5) 136(68(7) 3(5) 35(6)
93(6) 20(7)20(7, 4(l)4(8) 25(7) 128(7)2(8 N 15(8) 16(8)73(8) 73(7)
3(7) 68(2)68(1)256(1)168(2) N5 20(3)108(5) 50(Lt)96(2) 96(2) 30(2)58(3)
8(6) 8(6)80(3) 80(3) 11+8(2)L26(7) 126(7) 158(3)162(5) N6 277(1)277(1)
70(1) 78(2) 22(3) 8(7)8(7) 29(5)21LI(4) N782(7)10(6)555(1) 50(5) 301(3)
82(5) 88(3)N8 11(4) 54(3) 23(2) 198(3)32(1) 59(2)333(2)33(3)356(2)42(7)
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of N2 clothing), to Canada, for example, ranks number
one, however it rank number eight for both France and
Italy. The inter-country differences in the relative
export performance of an industry, as N2 example suggests,
is the-result of-both differences in the relative
production and marketing advantages of an industry as
well as differences in restrictions in the importing
markets.
Taking the data of Table 14 as a whole, no industry
exhibits a consistent cross-country export-performance
ranking. The inter-country difference in these industries
reflects differences in tastes in the various export
markets as well as different barriers to trade.
These factors, together with the basic production
advantages, determine the pattern of trade by different
industries in different countries. It has been argued
that the 'revealed' export performance of a. country should
include the non-trade performance.(31) For example, an
(31) Thomas G. Parry, Trade and Non-Trade Performance
of U.S. Manufacturing Industry: 'Revealed'
Comparative Advantage, M.S.E., Vol. 4+3: nos. 1-4,
1974.
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industry located within the-U.S.A. may-suffer a compa-
rative disadvantage in'the production within the home
market employing domestic factors, while enjoying a
comparative advantage in production within a foreign
market employing either U.S. or foreign factors, or
both. In such a situation, where the industry's
advantage is exploited via non-trade servicing, the
'revealed' advantage will show up in non-trade perfor-
mance.. However., since Hong Kong does not involve any
important investment in-the foreign markets, the non-
trade servicing effect is inapplicable to Hong Kong.
The 'trade intensity index provides not only the
relative advantages and disadvantages) for individual
countries, but the 'markedness' of comparative advantage
from country to country. According to Balassa, small
countries usually are marked with a larger dispersion
in these indices, while those of the large countries
usually are marked with a smaller dispersion in them.
In general, one would expect that large countries,
as well as countries that occupy a middle position in
terms of technological development, would produce a
greater variety of commodities and hence show relatively
small differences in export performance indices.
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.On the other hand, large countries usually possess a.
more balanced-resources endowment and will have a home
market sufficiently wide to permit the production of
most industrial goods on the other-countries that are
in the middle of the range among industrial economies
are likely to export technological less developed
products sophisticated products to countries at lower
levels.of industrial develoPment."(32)
These expectations are also confirmed by Balassa'-s
empirical research. We find that the standard deviation
of the indices of Hong Kong is 0.96 in 1966/67, and
0.90 in 1972/73. The large dispersion of Hong Kong is
not unexpected, since Hong Kong is a very small economic
territory, with little resources endowments to produce
a wide range of industrial products. Therefore, our
findings are consistent with Balassa's arguement.
(32) ibid, p. 1.07.
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Section(4): Export Specialization
As most of Hong Kong's manufacturing products
contribute to the exports, the analysis of the export
pattern may highlight the directions and implications.
of.the adjustment of the economy. There are two ways
along which industrial adjustment can be carried out.
. First, it is -possible for firms or industries to shift
their activities into more promising ones internally.
In general,. economic growth of a country can be achieved
through the transfer of productive resources from the
-sector whose productivity: is low to the sector whose
productivity is high. In other words, it shifts from
.the industries which are in comparative disadvantage
to industries which have comparative advantage.
Secondly, firms or industries suffering from
preferential conditions and being required to shift to
more promising areas are certainly those in comparative
disadvantage. As long as industrial adjustment is
smoothly accomplished with. the expansion of. industries
in comparative advantage meeting the demand of world
trade, it will lead to economic growth. As Hong Kong's
economic growth largely depends on the export, the
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analysis-of the pattern of the export trade can by
and large trace 'out .the adjustment of. the economy
implicitly.
The trade intensity approach provides us a
useful indicator to identify the promising lines of
production in Hong Kong, because it shows revealed
comparative advantage reflected in the relative import-
ance of export. performance of each commodity.
We can expect a particular group of commodity
to be intensive or not from the 'complementarity or
competitiveness of the pattern of, comparative advantage.
If the real situation is different from, or opposite to,
our expectation, we can conclude that something is
wrong, and invent adjustments to remedy the situation.
This can be shown by the index of export specialization
in our analysis.(33) The index of higher values indicate
commodities with the production of which Hong Kong has
strong comparative advantage, while those of lower
values indicate. those of weak comparative advantage.
(33) The commodity intensity Ii may be called the index
of export specialization, since it measures the
world-wide commodity export strength of Hong Kong.
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.Table 15 shows the result of the indices.
Two periods are selected for this study: period I
(the average of 1966 and 1967) and period II (the average
of 1972 and 1973). In period I and period II, N2
(clothing) was still the strongest commodity, the
intensity of which was the highest one in each period,
332.02 in period I and 295.70 in period II respectively.
It means that Hong Kong has very strong comparative
advantage in the production of N2 from period I to
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period II., Based on the free competition of Hong Kong,
exporters can maximize their profits subject to, the
world.price constraint and specialize in production in
accordance with.her comparative advantage undistortedly.
It follows that Hong Kong could compete sure successful
than other countries because of her efficiency. in the
production of'this sector. Besides, because of the
strong competitiveness .of this sector in.the overseas-
markets, it created a large proportion.of employment,
of the labour force. Since this sector dominates a
very large part of export volumes of Hong Kong, we
must draw more attention to the adjustment or change
in it. By comparing the intensity index of the two
periods, it is found that the comparative advantage
in the production of N2 has highly declined. -It implies
that the productive resources in this sector has been
transfered to some other sectors. Anyway, the export
strength of this sector is still very high in period II.
In order to see the changes in the comparative
advantage over time, the strength of each sector are
ranked for period I and period II. The changes have
been shown in Table 16. The correlation coefficient
is 0.74 sigificant at 5% level. The general observation
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is that the relative strengths of sectors have changed
very little over time.
Table 16: Spearman' s Coefficient of













However, this cannot tell us the full story
of the changes in the comparative advantages of exports
of Hong Kong over time. Hence, we have divided the
commodity categories into two broad groups: (a) Better-
than-average group, and (b) Weaker-than-average group.
4
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A commodity is called better-than-average if its inten-
sity is greater than 100. On the other hand, it is
weaker-than-average if its intensity is lower than 100.
In the first period, Hong Kong had four. commodities
better-than-average, and four commodities weaker-than-
average. In the second period, there were three
commodities. better-than-average, and five commodities
weaker-than-average. It perceived that the number of
commodities which moved. from higher group to a lower
group exceeded the.number for. which the reverse is not
true. This may' seem strange at first sight, since the
weighted average of the export performance indices
must necessarily equal to 100. But the declining
importance of commodities with a large relative share
in trade had allowed for an upgrading of a. greater
strength of other commodities.' These development give
expression to the transformation and diversification
of Hong Kong's manufactured exports. That is to say,
Hong Kong has gradually relieved concentration on the
export of her strong commodities, which is also reflected
in decling dispersion of export: the Standard Deviation
of these indices fell from 0.96 in ,.eriod I to 0.90
in period II. The result of the Standard Deviation
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may-vary not large in absolute values, but since the
figure is very sensitive, it does indicate this trend..
Besides, the years under study is very short, drastical'
change of the export structure may be impossible..
Anyway, we can see the trend of the change.
In order to see the direction of change in the
export structure, we have to examine the intensities
of each commodity precisely. For N2 (clothing),
although the intensity of which-was still very high in
period II, it showed a little decline. Besides, the
established (traditional).export industries such as
N1 (textile), N3 (miscellaneous manufactured products )q
N5 (footwear) all together showed a decling tendency.
The trend had been for exports of these traditional
sectors to give way to exports of sophiscated or
skillful manufactures such as N4 (electrical machinery
and apparatus), N7( manufacture of metal), and N8
(sanitary, plumbing, heating and lighting fixtures and
fittings). This fact tells us that Hong Kong was
losing her. comparative advantages in the production of
most of the traditional sectors, but have found increa-
ing strength in the production of sectors which needed
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.more skill or te'chnology.kj4) Finally, the sharp
increase in the export. strength of.N6 may seem strange
at first sight. This may be due to the trade restric
tions of the developed countries on the traditional
secfor s of Hong Kong, and less restrictions on.thi s
sector. The' manufac tur-ers of Hong Kong was able to
shift their productive-resources quickly, to the produc-
tion of this sector because of the flexibility of the
economy. This flexibility is due to the low fixed
capital formation -of the industry of* Hong Kong.
Besides, the skill needed.in this sector is very simple.
The employees of Hong Kong had got used to shifting
from one sector to another sector subject to the
changing of the world fashion and conditions.(35)
(34) It was judged by the higher value added per
employee, see H.B. Lary, Imports of Manufactures
from Less Developed Countries (New York: Columbia
University Press q 1968), p. 24-29.
(35)"..... Fer example, about fifty garment factories0
employing 1,000 workers in 1962 did not resume
operations in 1963. This was equivalent to
2.5% of the workers in 1962 in the industry.
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The over-all' growth of-the economy is fast
enough-in most years to re-absorb workers made
redundant in this way..... Joe England,-Hong
Kong, the Industrial Colony, edited by Keith
:Hpkins, Oxford University Press, 1975,.p. 212.
The above analysis give some indication of the
transformation and diversification in Hong Kong's
manufactured exports which was characterized by decrease
reliance on traditional products. Some important
qualification should be made to this observation.
Firstly, Hong Kong's strongest comparative
advantages still lay in N2, N3, and N6 which were the
products of traditional ones, although there appeared
to be a shift in the strength of comparative. advantage
in N2 and N3. Secondly, shift in the strenght of
comparative advantage in N49 N7 and N8 were complicated.
Among these products, N4 had shown to be the fastest
growing sector, which seemed to have no place before
1965 in the domestic exports, yet it counted for about
9% of the total in 1970. Most of them were dominated
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by the foreigh investment, namely the United States-and
Japan. Unlike the traditional sectors, it involves
more trchnology and skill for production. It may be
hoped that the transfer of technology through these
multi-national corporations will help make Hong Kong
easily shift to more technology-intensive in production.
Thirdly, the increase in the.export strength of
N8 and the decrease-in the relative export strength of
other traditional..sectors indicated.that Hong Kong
will lie in the production of labour-intensive products.
This shift in the export strength can be explained in
two aspects. One is that Hong Kong facing with the
trade or non-trade barriers of the major markets,.
.Hong Kong had lost her comparative advantage in the
export of these products. Because of the free economy,
Hong Kong can easily decentralize this signal to the
manufacturers and shift the productive resources to the
more promising sector. The other reason may be that
Hong Kong had lost her competitiveness in the traditional
sectors because of the internal factors. The increase
of the wages may be one of the main reason. We shall
discuss this in the later chapter. Finally, despite
the internal and external problems, the producers of
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Hong Kong had been successful in diversification by
commodity and markets. This is due to-the' free compe-
tition policy and most of all,. the long-experienced
and dynamic bussinessmen who had got used to the chang-
ing-conditions of the over-seas markets. Therefore,- the
domestic growth of Hong-Kong in 1973 was--still-very-
remarkable, the-growth rate was 27.7%..
The shifts in the commodity pattern of Hong Kong
towards more diversified pattern may be a good phenomenon
facing with the fluctuations and increasing obstacles
of the world trade. Yet this may be a first order
consideration. This apparently healthy trend in
Hong Kong's manufacturing export structure needs,
however, to be viewed with some caution, since changes
in the comparative advantages must also catch up with
the growth of the demand of the world trade.
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Section (5): Changes in the Export Composition
The export share of a country usually distributed
unevenly in the world market by commodities or by
countries. The first look at the structure of export
composition here wil-1- be an examination of its balance.
The balance concept is now defined as-the average
deviation from one of the intensity indices.-36)
Hence, a country's trade will be well-balanced by this
definition, if it is about the same share of the world
market in all commodities or in all countries.
In this chapter, we shall try to analyse the
balance of trade flow of Hong Kong classified by
commodities and by countries, and try to find out the
possible relationship between the export strength
under the period studied.
(36) The same approach was also used by John E. Roemer,
U.S.-Japanese Trade Competition In Third-Country
-Markets, Research Series No. 22, Institute of
International Studies, University of California,
Berkely, 1975.
(a) Area Balance By Commodity
( 37 )
The area balances - by commodity is now
constructed in Table 17 for 196667 and 197273.
It appears that in period I, there is only one
commodity which is found to be unbalanced. In
period II, there are four groups of commodity out
of balance. Besides, comparing with period I and
period II, in five out of eight commodities,
Hong Kong trade became more unbalanced.
In order to trace some insights on this
phenomenon, we shall examine the relationship
between the strength of area by commodity and
the balance. The Spearman Coefficient of 0.88 in
period I and 0.86 in period II both indicate a
striking result: the strongest commodities are
the best area balanced. (Significant at 1 level).
(37) The area Balance for each commodity defined
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It seems safe to conclude, then, that the
strongest commodities are the best area balanced.
One implicat on of this finding is that, though
Hong Kong desires a faire share of every area in
any commodity, yet it is able to acheive this only.
in its strong commodities. (Good balance means
having approximately average share in all areas).
According to this finding, the export
strength (it is in terms of trade intensity) of
Hong Kong in period I is stronger than period II.
In five out of eight commodities, Hong Kong trade
became more unbalanced from period I to period II.
This gives a red signal to the export of Hong Kong.
It indicates that Hong Kong was losing her market
share in the world trade because of the competition
of other countries. Although Hong Kong tended to
capture her faire share in all trading countries,
yet this was not successful because of the competi-
tive factors.








N . 0.82 k 52.O 6
N 0.61 1.5 332.0 1
N O.69 3 129.9 2
0.96 7 35.2 7
N 0.88 5-5 97.8 5
5
N. ' 0.61 1.5 11.1 3
N 1.12 8 101. 0 4
Ng 0.88 5.5 21.2 8
= 0.88
Table 17b: Commodity Strength Ranked
Against Area-Balance, 197273
Area-Balanc e Commodity Intensity
Commodity











































(b) Commodity Balance by Area
We have found that the strongest commodities
are the- best balanced areas for Hong Kong. Hence,
we are also interested in seeing whether best
og
commodity balance1 ' is achieved in the strongest
m
areas in the export trade of Hong Kong. To make
this more precise, we shall examine the relation¬
ship between commodity balance in an area and the
area strength. This is shown in Table 18a and 18b.
For 196667, the Spearman coefficient of
O.63 is significant at 1 $ level. This indicates
that the stronger the area, the better commodity
balance for the export trade of Hong Kong. The
main implication here is that though Hong Kong
desires a faire share of every market in any
given area, it is able to achieve only in its
strong areas.
(38) The commodity-Balance for each area G is
defined as:













































































































































For 197273 the relationship between the
commodity balance and area strength is not so neat.
Hence the correlation coefficient is 0.46, which is
not significant, yet it may not destroy our finding
that str ng area is best commodity balance. On the
contrary, it can point out some disturbance on the
export trade of Hong Kong which was out of the
question of competitive factors. It was due to
the problem imposed by the importing countries of
Hong Kong. In the early seventies, the increasing
discrimination against trade arose, such as tariff,
quatos, custom union. Hong Kong was facing this
problem especially in her strong commodities (such
as textile and clothing) in the strong areas.
The entrance of the United Kingdom in the EEC
leaving Hong Kong alone, and the trade restriction
of the United States may indicate the latter blame.
This made the area intensity for Hong Kong
commodities there become lower. There are no
high intensity to pull the balance out of line.
(c) Relationship between Commodity and Area Strength
It has been observed that the strongest
v „ ... j
commodities are the best area balanced, and the
strongest area are the best commodity balanced.
Now, we would like to find the possible relation¬
ship between the commodity and area strength
(market share). According to the findings of
( 39 )
John E. Roemar, the most striking result is
that countries tend to market their 'weakest'
sectors disproportionately in their 'strongest'
areas. That is, the rank correlation between the
sequence j1J and the sequence i R . . where i and j
are fixed is significantly negative if j is an
'area of strength' for exporter i (i.e. if R__l),
and significantly positive when j is a weak area
for i (i.e. if R. .Zl1) .
ij
(39) J.E. Roemar, The Effect of Sphere of Influence
and Economic Distance on the Commodity
Composition of Trade in Manufactures,
University of California, Davis, Working Paper
No. 32, July 1973.
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In Table 19 the eight commodity groups are
listed. in their order of world commodity intensity
(i.e. world strength for Hong Kong). Then they
are ranked by the area intensities-for Hong Kong
in' each area. The Spearman coefficient for the
strongest areas U.S., U.K., Australia, and Japan
show an inverse correlation except for W. German,
yet the results are not significant.
• According to John E. Roemer, (4o) there are
two possible explanations for countries tend to
market their weakest commodities in their strongest
areas. One of them is based on the 'imperialism'
hypothesis. This hypothesis follows that the
structure of competition between two powers would
be the same in all areas, differing only in degree.
Hence, compensations are made for competitive
weakness in a power's spheres of greatest influence,
and suggest that the markets in these areas purchase
(40) John E. Roemer, U.S.-Japanese Trade Competition
in Third-Country Markets, Research Series
No. 22, Institute of International Studies,
University of California, Berkely, 1975.
Table 19: Correlation of Commodity Intensity (World) with Area Intensity, 197273
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more of.the dominant power's weak commodities than
they would if trade were totally market-determined.
Another possible explanation is. that some countries
have developed multinational subsidiaries in their
weak commodity groups in their strongest areas.,
which then induce trade. That is, the imperialism
hypothesis does not necessarily mean that trade
structure in a sphere of influence is achieved
through dumping, but perhaps through greater access
to investment* opportunities, marketing channels,
tariff arrangements q and-so on.
However, it seems that.Roemer' s explanations
and findings are only suitable for developed
countries, since those countries will find no
problems in investment opportunities and marketing
channels for overseas markets. But this may be
difficult for most of the LDCs. To make matter
worse, most of the LDCs usually depend on a limited
line of commodities for exports, highly dependence
on the strong areas (countries with high import
demand) to market their weak and strong commodities
may be necessary.
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We have found that the Spearman coefficient
betweem commodity and area strength for Hong Kong,
though negative but not-significant. Hence, it
may be possible that Hong Kong relies dispropor-
tionately on her_ strongest areas for exports in
part of her weakest commodities. In other words,
Hong Kong have to rely disproportionately her-
strongest commodities (e.g. clothing) on the
strongest areas (e.g. U.S.A.. In addition, Hong
Kong is still far from mature in trade comparing
.with the developed countries,-therefore, it is not
easy for Hong Kong to market her weak commodities
to the strong areas. Accordingly, Hong Kong can
only market her commodities to those countries
whose import demands are high and trade and non-
trade barriers are less.
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Section (6): 'The' pattern of Bilateral Trade
The countries trade more or less intensively
with each other than they do-with the rest of the world
because-of the particular commodity composition of
their trade in.relation to the world trade----- this
.may be called the degree of complementarity in bilateral
trade, and because of their geographical proximity and
special institutional and historical ties etc.-----
this may-be called the degree of special country bias
in the bilateral trade. The degree of complementarity
and the degree of special country bias jointly determine
the intensity of trade between the two trading partners.
(41) For a detail discussion of this concept, see
Ippei Yamazawa, Intensity Analysis of World Trade
Flow, H. J. E., February 1912, p. 61-84.
Peter Drysdale, Pacific Economic Integration:
An Australian View, in K. Kojima ed., Pacific
Trade and Development, Japan Economic Research
Center, Tokyo, February 1968.
Assume a tradeable homogenous commodity in a
world where both, transport costs and artificial impedi-
• . •• 14 u •1 ' ~ 'i... ' 1 ! W | i V
ments to trade are negligible. Then country i's export
W- v. . •
of commodity h to country j is 'expected1 to be the
t
A- -
product of country j's total import of this commodity
multiplied by the share of country i in the world trade
of the same commodity, which is expressed as:
X.. is the expected value of country i's export
ij
of commodity h to country j. The expected value of
total exports from country i to country j is defined
as the sum of the values of all commdities:
The 'expected intensity of trade' is obtained
by replacing the expected value of trade for actual
value in the intensity formula.
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We have found out that the-expected intensity
of trade' measures the degree of 'complementary' in the.
export and import specializat on structures between
trading partners. However, the degree of complement-
arity is not only affected* by the degree of match of
the specialization of exporting and importing countries,
but also by the degree of concentration or diversification.
in them..
A country with highly concentrated structure
of export specialization tends to have high complemen-
tarity-in its export trade than another country with
similar but with more diversified structure of export
specialization. Thus, if we calculate the correlation
coefficient between the specialization structure of
exports and imports, we obtain the measure of the
degree of match of the two structure neutral from the
degree of concentration or diversification.
The degree of concentration or ctiversit ication
is affected by such important aspects of comparative
advantage as size of a country, skewed resource endow-
ments and so on. They are measured in terms of standard
deviations of specialization index from their mean,
unity.
Covariance of the index of country i's export
specialization and those of country j ' s import
specialization is defined as:
The divergence between the expected value of
trade and the actual one defines the degree of 'special
country bias'. The concept of special country bias
in bilateral trade (B. .) is defined to measure the extent
ij
to which iTs exports have more or less favourable access
to j's import markets than might be expected from both
countries'
shares of world trade in each commodity.
Note that a weighted harmonic mean of special
country bias of a country with all its trade partners
is always unity.
Multiply G. . and B. . together, we get:
ij iJ




S. and R. are the share of commodity h in i's
i J
total exports and j's total imports respectively both
divided by commodity h's share in the world trade.
They measure the degree of country i's 'export special¬
ization' and country j's 'import specialization' in
commodity h respectively.
Therefore, the correlation coefficient between
the specialization structure of exports and imports are
as fo1lows:
If country i's structure of export specialization
matches country j 's structure of import specialization
closely, i.e. if index of i's export and j's import
specialization are positively correlated Cov (i., R. )0,
J
C_ takes a value over unity, while they match poor,
or they are negatively correlated Cov Rj )Zo,
C. takes a value under unity If they are independent
3
Cov (I., R.) = 0.
i J
Shifts in the structure of Hong Kong's trade
[ -with the world resulted from three broad sets of
I
factors: trade intensity, degree of complementarity
and the degree of special country bias.
High intensity of trade reflected various factors
as the strong complementarity in comparative advantage
structures between the trading partners, smaller geog-
raphi cal and physical distances between them, and
mutually favourable trade agreements between them,
and low intensity the contrary situations. In this
sense, trade intensity analysis and 'gravity model'
are complementary with each other, which may be compared
(l2 )
to price and income analysis of world trade flow.
(42) In 'gravity model', trade between two countries is
mechanistically determined by gross national
products (GNP) of exporting and importing countries
and economic distance between them. The GNP of an
exporting country represents the size of its supply
capacity and that of an importing country its total
demand. The volume of trade between the two
countries tends to increase if the GNP of either
country increases, and tends to decrease, if the
economic distance between them increases. Hence,
country i's export to country j is expressed as:
Where Y., Y. are the GNP's of the two country,
1 J
D. . is the measure of economic distance between
ij
them, and a,b,c, and d be positive constant.
In this sense, the two approach are complementary
with each other, which may be compared to price
and income analysis of world trade flows. Note
also, the weight sum of R.. for all import
' 1J
markets amount to unity. The simplified gravity
model is as follows:
Hence R. . = 1
i J
The concept of complementarity' is often used
too loosely to describe the extent to which countries
have dissimilar resource endowments and structures of
production and are therefore likely to trade intensiv¬
ely with each other. The degree of special country
bias just sums up the effects of other factors.
Table 20a: Complementarity, Special Country
Bias, and Intensity in Hong Kong's
Bilaterial Trade, 196667



















































The results of a detailed study of complementarity,
special country bias, and trade intensity in Hong Kong's
export trade flows are presented in Table 20. Take
Hong Kong's trade with the United States, the results
of this study reveal that, simply because of the char¬
acter of Hong Kong's export specialization and the
United States import specialization in world trade
for 196667? the United States' share in Hong Kong's
I
export trade should have been 13» percent beter than
) ' • - .r Sri W-'m Ik - i ' i4 ' '
her competing countries in the rest of the world;
further, that the United States share in Hong Kong's
exports was almost twice as large as might be expected
I . ' . - '
from both countries' shares in world trade of each
commodity; and that, therefore, the United States
share in Hong Kong's export trade was more than twice
might have expected from her share in world imports.
That is, the degree of complementarity in Hong Kong's
export trade with the United States was 1 13 • , the
? •
degree of special country bias was 196.7, and the inten¬
sity of trade was 2 J.1.
The general picture which emerges from Table 20a
is that trade between U.S.A. and U.K. is highly
intensive. The degree of complementarity which are over
100 include, U.S.A., German, U.K., Switzerland, and
Netherland. The degree of special country bias is
extremely high in U.S.A., U.K. and Australia. The net
result is that even where the trade intensity is
relatively low, the degree of complementarity remains
high.
The general high degree of complementarity is
hardly unexpected, since the exports of Hong Kong are
mainly standardised consumer products. National
product differentiation plays a relatively small role
and trade patterns are determined largely be inter-
country differences in relative costs. In the process
of industrialization, the establishments of these
industries usually precedes that of most others,
even though required raw materials have to be imported.
Based on the factor-proportion approach, this may be
explained by the fact that they are relatively labour-
intensive and that a less developed capital-poor
country may expect to develop a comparative advantage
in this field.
(43)
Linder's approach y suggests a different
explanation. They are a mass-consumption product for
which even smaller less developed countries may provide
a significant home market and foreign markets. A third
(43) S.B. Linder, An Essay on Trade and Transformation
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1961), p. 87.
(44)
explanation is offered by the product cycle model.v '
These industries are mature ones. The suitability
of unskilled labour to the manufacturing process
facilitates the production. Besides, there are neither
high advertisement expenses nor any special adaption
to foreign tastes and conditions are required.
Hong Kong's export trade with the United States
reveals the high degree of complementarity and special
country bias. The high degree of complementarity is
mainly due to the match in the export and import
specialization between the two economic structures.
The United States has relative advantage with respect
to chemical materials and products, aircraft, wrought
tin and nickle, as well as in regard to railway
vehicles, metal-working machinery and plastic materials.
On the other hand, the United States is at a disadvan¬
tage in the production of woolen yarn and fabrics,
(4) S. Hirsch, Location of Industry and International
Competitiveness (Oxford, England: Clarendon Press,
1967), 1. zh-5.
cotton yarn, footwear, and pottery, blankets, carpets,
(l5 )
simple forms of steel and ships etc. The high
degree of special country bias is mainly due to the
historically trade relation between Hong Kong and the
United States inheriting from the entrepot trade in
the early 50's. Besides, it can also be explained
by the relatively low discriminatory tariffs and the
large foreign investment of the United States to.
Hong Kong.
Special country bias in Hong Kong's export trade
with the United Kingdow is extremely high. This is
mainly due to the advantage of Hong Kong trade under
the scheme of Commonwealth Trade Preference. It is
also expected that the degree of complementarity is
better than average, since the United Kingdom appears
to be at a comparative disadvantage in the manufacture
of fertilizers, jewelery, travel goods, paper, cotton
and synthetic fabrics, and clothing.
C5) The rankings of the comparative advantages and
disadvantages of the commodity compositions are
0
based on the findings of Balassa, ibid., p. 110-111.
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The high degree of complementarity and special
country bias of the United States and the United
Kingdom jointly determined the high intensity of
trade. Add together, these two countries take over
50 percent of Hong Kong's exports of manufactured
products. This high market'share, according to our
analysis,-is mainly due to the high degree of comple-
mentarity and special country bias.
The low complementarity for Canada, Japan,
Bel-Lux., France, Italy, Seden and Australia is mainly
due to the poor match in the export and import specia-
lization in the bilateral trade. This implies that
part of Hong Kong's manufactured exports are competitive
to the exports of these countries. With the exception
of German, the special country bias in the EEC countries
are expectedly very low, because of their highly tariff
discrimination against the non-EEC members. The degree
of'special country bias in Hong Kong's export trade
with Australia is very high. This mainly results
from geographical nearness, preferred tariff arrange-
ments under the Commonwealth Preference Scheme.
Table 20b: Complementarity, Special Country
Bias, and Intensity in Hong Kong's
Bilateral Trade, 197273
Area C omplemen tarity
Special

















































For 197273 the results of complementarity,
special country bias, and trade intensity in Hong
Kong's trade flows are presented in Table 20b.
In general, the degree of complementarity better than
average (i.e. over 100) are still U.S.A., German, U.K.,
Netherland, and Switzerland. But the rankings of the
degree of complementarity have changed. It is hardly
surprising, since the comparative advantage of a
108
country will not remain unchanged over time. To quote
(Lt6)Hirsch:.
Failure to recognize the dynamic nature of
comparative advantage may lead policy-makers concerned
with the enhancement of-their country's export potential
to adopt policies which go counter to its long-term
interest. Such policies may lock up capital, labour,
and other scarce resources in enterprises which should.
.long have been abandoned, and may lead to the neglect-
of advantageous export opportunities.
A country with highly concentrated structure.of
export specialization tends to have high complementarity
in its export trade than another country with the similar
but more diversified structure of export specialization.
Thus, if we would like to measure the degree of match
o the two structure neutral from the degree of
concentration or diversification, we have to calculate
(46) S. Hirsch, Location of Industry and International
Competitiveness Oxford, England: Clarendon Press,
1967), p. 129.
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the correlation coefficient.between the specialization
structure of exports and 'imports. The degree of concen-
tration or diversification (their standard deviation)
and the correlation coefficients of Hong Kong's export
markets are presented in Table 21.. Note that the
standard deviation of export specialization'of Hong
Kong, as we have- computed, was 0.96 in 1966/67 and
0.90 in 1972/73.
Table 21: Correlation.Coefficients of Export
























It is hardly unexpected that the import specials
nation of the countries under studies in Table 21 is
quite low. In 1966/67, the country with the highest
standard deviation (0.46) is Japan, and the lowest--
one (0.12) is U.K. In general, one would expect that
large countries, as well as countries that occupy a
middle position-in. terms of technological development
they are. usually developed countries), would produce
a great variety of commodities and hence show relatively
small differences in import specialization.
According to Balassa, The R.C.A. method appears
to be most satisfactory in its application to standar-
dised products and non-durable consumer goods.....
labour costs appear to be the main factor determining
relative advantages in regard to textile products.-
Exceptions are woolen fabrics and synthetic yarns where,
respectively, quality differences and technological
advance play an important role. Labour costs and
quality differences are of important in the case of
other'non-durable consumer goods, too. (47) Using the
findings of Balassa, we would like to analyse the
(47) Balassa B., op. cit., p. 115.
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pattern of trade of Hong Kong to her trading partners.
The positive covariances are found in-U.S.A.,
German, Netherland, U.K., Switzerland. The positive
covariances mean that Hong Kong's structure of export
specialization matches these countries' import specia-
lization closely. It can*be observed that the degree-
of import. concentration (measured by the standard
deviation) of every country varies very little from
1966/67 to 1972/73. The only significant changes can
be seen in U.S.A., Japan, and U.K. The standard
deviations for U.S.A. and U.K. are greater while it is
smaller for Japan during the two periods. This implies
that U.S.A. and U.K. tend to be more diversified in
their import structure and Japan tends to be more
concentrated in this aspect.
The standard deviation (export specialization)
of Hong Kong was 0.96 in 1966/67 and 0.90 in 1972/73.
The covariance of Hong Kong's Bilateral trade is
determined by the degree of concentration of the
structures of Hong Kong's export specialization and
the import specialization of her trading partners.
From 1966/67 to 1972/73, the covariances remain unchanged
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for Canada, France, Italy,.Netherland, and Sweden, it
shows an increase in Japan, German, and Australia,
but it shows a.decrease in U.S.A., Bel-Lux.U.K.,
and Switzerland.
If we want to obtain the measure in the degree
of match of Hong Kong-and its trading partners neutral
from the degre.e of concentration or diversification,
we have to'look into the correlation coefficient
between the specialization structure of Hong Kong's
exports and imports of its partners. The* result are
shown in Column (3) of Table 21. It is striking to
find that, from 1966/67 to 1972/73, the correlation
coefficients have been fallen in U.S.A., U.K., Canada,
Bel-Lux. and France. According to Bala.a, labour
costs is the main factor determining relative advantages
in regard to textiles, and labour costs and quality
differences are of important in the case of non-
durable consumer goods. Since Hong Kong's exports
depends mainly on textiles (clothing) and non-
durable consumer goods, we can observe that Hong Kong
was losing her comparative advantage in the production
of these goods because of labour costs and quality
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differences. Hence, the degree of match (correlation
coefficient) was poorer in the early seventies.
A possible explanation of this poorer match in
the structure of Hong Kong's exports and the imports
of her major partners is that Hong Kong desires to
diversify.her exports in the early seventies (this can
be reflected by the standard deviation) in order to
substain a continual expansion in exports, but this
was not successful since most of the industries needed
a 'learning period' to become competitive. The reason
for this shift is that Hong Kong' was losing her
competitive position in .textile and clothing because
of the increase of labour costs.
The large increase in the degree of match in
German is really encouraging. This is mainly due to
the higher competitive productivity of labour in German.
The other countries showing an improvement in the degree
of match include Japan, Italy, Netherland, Sweden,
Switzerland and Australia. Among these countries,
Japan seems to be of great interest to us. In geogra-
phical promixity, Japan is very favourable to Hong
Kong. The improvement in the degree of match of
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Hong Kong and Japan trade highlights that trade
relationship between these. two countries should be
closer. This healthy situation is mainly due to the
successful transformation of the Japanese economy,
from traditional industries to highly technological
and capital intensive industries.
Seeing the losses in the match of the structures
between Hong Kong and her major trading partners
U.S.A. and U.K.), it would be more favourable to shift
her geographical concentration to some other countries
where the degree of match has improved, such as Japan,
Italy, Netherland, Sweden, Switzerland and Australia.
Off course, since the intensity of trade is not only
depends on the degree of match, but some other factors,
such as tariff, transportation costs etc. If Hong Kong
wants to promote her exports to these countries, the
considerable barriers should be reduced.
Section (7)? Better-Than-Average Commodities in
Bilateral Trade: Changes Over Time
In this section, the strength of the different
commosities of the different commodities is described
with each area, and changes over time are observed.
A commodity is called better-than-average (BTA) if its
commodity intensity in that area is greater than 100.
A general observation in Table 22 is that the
relative strengths of commodities have changed very
little in all areas. Though the coefficients of corre¬
lation were not significant for Japan, Bel-Lux., German,
Italy and Australia, they are all over 0.60 except for
Bel-Lux. The insignificance is mainly due to the
degree of freedom.
Table 22: Spearman's Coefficient of 197273
















aSignificant at the 3 % level
Significant at the 1 $ level
All other coefficients are neither signififant













Table 23a: Hong Kong Commodity Intensities
in Canada











































Table 23b: Hong Kong Commodity Intensities
in U.S.A.









































































































































































































































Table 23gJ Hong Kong Commodity Intensities
in Italv










































Table 23h: Hong Kong Commodity Intensities
in Netherland










































Table 2Ji: Hong Kong Commodity Intensities
in U.K.










































Table 23j• Hong Kong Commodity Intensities
in Sweden










































Table 23k: Hong Kong Commodity Intensities
in Switzerland










































Table 231: Hong Kong Commodities Intensities
in Australia












































N was and is the strongest commodity for
Canada. was the second strongest commodity in
196667, but is the fifth position in 197273 The
only changes in BTAs from 196667 to 197273 have been
that N has dropped from the BTA list and N0 has been
added.
U.S.A.
For 196667, was the strongest commodity, but
it falls to the second position 1n 197273 Ng is the
strongest commodity in 197273 For other commodities,
the changes have been very little. Ng has added to the
BTA list.
Japan
was the strongest commodity in 196667, but
it is the second position 1n 197273 The strongest
commodity in 197273 is Ng. The large change is N ,
from rank 3 in 196667 to rank 8 in 197273, and it
also has dropped from the BTA list. The other change
in the BTA has been that has dropped from the BTA.
Be1-Lux
Ng was the strongest commodity in 196667,
but it has dropped largely in 197273, ranking only
fourth position. Ng was the fifth position in 196667,
and it is the strongest commodity in 1.97273- The
drops in the BTA list are N and N0. The low rank
5 o
coefficient in this area is due to the fast drop in
1
Ng and the increase in Ng from 196667 to 197273-
France
Ng was and is the strongest commodity. The
changes in the BTAs have been that has added in the
BTA list while N and N0 have been dropped.
7 o
German
N was and is the strongest commodity for
German. The large change is that Ng has been dropped
from almost second position to the seventh position
between the two periods. N, has added in the BTA list.
Italy
N was the strongest commodity in 196667, and
3
falls to the fourth position in 197273- Overall spea¬
king, the commodity intensities in Italy have increased
sharply for almost all commodities, though there are no
changes in the BTA list.
Ne therland
was and is the strongest commodity. The
changes in the BTAs have been that both N and N0
J o
have dropped from the BTA list.
U.K.
was and is the strongest commodity for U.K.
The only great change is Ng which has dropped from the
BTA list and Ng has added in the BTA list.
Sweden
was and is the strongest commodity. Ng, Ng
and N remains better-than-average for both periods.
The only change in the BTA list has been N, dropping
from the BTA list.
Switzerland
N was and is the strongest commodity in both
periods. The great change in the ranking is Ng, from
the second position drops to the fifth position, and
is out of the BTA list. The only add to the BTA list
is N6.
Au s tralia
N and N were and are still the strongest com-2 o
modities in both periods, but the position of them
have been reversed. The changes in the BTAs have been
that N , and have been dropped from the BTA list
Though we have found the relative strength of
commodities in all areas have changed very little from
196667 to 197273» yet this can tell us nothing about
the overall changes in the relative strength of commo¬
dities structure tendency. The tendency has been
shown in Table 24.
Table 24: Commodity Intensities Classified
as BTA and WTA, 196667 and 197273










Table 23? Movement of the Commodity Intensities
from 196667 to 197273.
From 196667 to 197273
From BTA to WTA










The total commodity intensities in our analysis
are 96 for both periods. In 1966/67, there are-50
commodity intensities better-than-average and 46.
commodities weaker-than-average. In'1972/73, there
are'-40 commodities better-than-average, and 56 commod-
ities weaker-than-average.
In the first order consideration, the number of
commodities better-than-average in 1972/73 is less than
that in 1966/67. This implies that the relative commo-
dity strength in 1966/67 is stronger than-that in
1972/73. But this can not tell us the full story, sincE
there are some commodities which have been unchanged in
the relative strength from 1966/67 to 1972/73. The
movement of the commodity strength is shown in Table 25.
From 1966/67 to 1972/73, there are-16 commodities
moving from better-than-average to weaker-than-average.
But on the other hand, there are 6 commodities moving
from weaker-than-average to better-than-average.
In the movement, there are 34 commodities unchanged
in the BTA list, and 40 commodities unchanged in the
WTA list.
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It seems sure to conclude that from 1966/67
to 1972/73, the relative strength in the :structure of
commodities in each area has been declined. This is
to say that in the early seventies, Hong Kong was losing
her comparative advantage in the exports of some
commodities to some areas.
Section (8): Summary
1. In Section four, Hong Kong's loss in the comparative
advantage in N, and have been indicated.
On the other hand, comparative advantages in , N
and N0 have been improved. This implies that Hong
8
Kong was able to shift her productive resources to
some promising industries when facing with the
decline in the export strength of the established
industries.
%
2. In section five, we have found that the strongest
export commodities of Hong Kong are the best area
balanced. This implies that Hong Kong desires a
'faire share' of every area in any commodity, yet
it is able to achieve this only in its strong com¬
modities. It is also shown that the best commodity
balance is achieved in the strongest areas in the
export trade of Hong Kong, implying that though
Hong Kong desires a 'faire share' of every market
in any given area, it is able to achieve only in
its strong areas.
3. In section five, we also have found that Hong Kong
does not tend to market her 'weakest' commodities
disproportionately in her 'strongest' areas. This
is contridatory to the findings of John E. Roemer,
in addition, the 'imperialism hypothesis' can no
longer be used to explain the export structure of
Hong Kong.
4. In section six, the intensity of trade of Hong Kong
is seperated by two main, factors, namely the degree
of complementarity and special country bias.
In the bilateral trade, the high intensity of trade
in U.S.A. and U.K. is mainly due to the high degree
of complementarity and special country bias. The
degree of complementarity is better than average
in German, Netherland, and Switzerland, but the
degree of special country bias is low there.
For Australia, the degree of special country bias
is high, but the degree of complementarity is low,
hence the intensity of trade is low. For other
countries, the low intensity is due to the low
degree of complementarity as well as special
country bias. In section six, the degree of match
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between Hong Kong and her trading partners is also
mearesured. From 1966/67 to 1972/73,-the-degree
of match (measured by the correlation coefficient)
has been deteriorating-in Hong Kong's major trad-
ing partners. According to Balassa, this can be
explained by the labour costs. and quality differ-
ence. For labour costs, Hong Kong was losing her
comparative advantage in the production of textiles
and clothing. Seeing this, Hong Kong tended to
diversify her lines of production to some other
nondurable consumer goods. It depends-on labour
costs as well as quality. This was not very succ-
essful because most of the industries need a
'learning period' to become competitive.
5. In section seven, changes over time in the bilateral
trade are observed by the definistion of better-
than-average (BTA) and weaker- than-average (WTA).
In the first order of consideration, there are
little changes in the bilateral trade. But by
tracing the movement of the WTA and BTA from
1966/67 to 1972/73, we can see that Hong Kong
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was actually .lossin g her comparative advantages in
the exports of manufactured goods to some areas.
This can be.seen by the fact that there are 16
commodities moving from BTA to WTA and there are
only 6 commodities moving from WTA to BTA from
1966/67 to 1972/73.. These findings are consistent-
with the conclusion of section four and six.
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Chapter Three
Factors Affecting Export Growth and Economic Development
of Hong Kong
Section.( 1): Changes in Market Share Due-to Various
Factors: Theory
The R.C.A. approach to analyse trade-flow takes
account of including all possible factors for explaining
the export performance of a country. However, it lumps
all the competitive and structural factors together and
can hardly' seperate between even major factors. In this
chapter, an attempt is made to determine to what extent
Hong Kong's pattern of trade from 1966 to 1973 were due
to shifting commodity and area patterns of demand, and
to what extent the share changes were due to other
factors. The analysis used here was first proposed by
H. Tysznski, and then has been applied by many authors
since then.
In the following study, all rates of change
refer to change between a base period (t= 0) and a
later time (t= 1). Remembering the notation introduced
in ttie last chapter, we define:
_ rate of increase of world
~~ imports
_ rate of increase of
~~ j-area's imports
_ rate of increase of
~~ h-commodity ' s imports
_ rate of increase of j-area's
~ imports of h-commodity
Now, the change of Hong Kong's export can be broken
into four terms:
Let us write this schematically as:
T is the actual growth of Hong Kong's exports;
A is called the average growth effect, B is called
the commodity effect, C is called the area effect and
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"U is called the competitive effect. The corresponding
effects are described detailly as follows:
(1 Average Growth Effect. It indicates that part of
the export growth which can be attributed to the
general increase in world trade. Alternatively, this
term can also be interpreted as showing what the incr-
ease' in Hong Kong's export earnings would have been,
had her exports increased at the same rat.e.as' the
world average (i.e. if Hong Kong had maintained its
share of world exports with the period).
(2) Commodity Effect. It measures change in the
commodity compositon of import demand in a given
foreign market due to changes in the level and distribu-
tion of real income, tastes, technology, commercial
policy, or the competitiveness of import competing
industries in the given market. This expression is a
weighted sum of the values of various classes of
exports from Hong Kong.- The weights are the deviation
of growth rates of individual commodity exports from
the growth rate of world trade in aggregate. The'
effect would be negative if Hong Kong had failed to
maintain their share of the world trade in each class
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of commodities, or if the export shares had declined
in those classes of commodities in which its export
earnings were relatively large. It would be positive
in the reverse case.
(3) Area Effect. It reflects changes due to the
reasons just mentioned in the market distribution
pattern of the different national and regional markets
which comprise the total world market for imports from
various countries. This term is therefore a weighted
sum of the values of each class of exports going into
each market, the weight being the deviation of the
growth rate of a particular market for a particular
commodity from the average growth rate of world trade
for that commodity. A negative area effect would
indicate that it's exports on the whole had failed to
concretate on the relatively expanding areas in the
world trade. It would be positive in the reverse case,
(4) Competitive Effect. It is a residual terms which
shows the difference between the actual growth of exports
and the growth that would have been realized if Hong
Kong had maintained its share of the exports of each
commodity to each area under consideration. The
interpretation of this term is not as straight-forward
as the other terms. It may be affected by price as well
as non-price factors. Anyway, it is agreed by many
authors that this term is affected largely by supply
factors. The non-price supply factors may include:
(48) Demand for exports in a given market from two
competing sources of supply may be described as:
q1 q2 = F(pi p2' where and pi are the
quantity and price of commodity from the ith
supply side. It may be derived as:
If export demand is described by this relationship,
then the competitiveness is necessarily associated
with a rise in pp.
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(a) differential rates of monetary inflation (b) diff-
erential. growth rates of available productive factors
and the responsiveness of export. supply to the domestic
supply of these factors (c) differential rates of
productivity increases (d) the extent to which the
country concerned exports to very rapidly growing
markets. (49)
Therefore, the competitive effect shows the
extent to which Hong Kong gained or lost ground for
reasons other than shifts in the pattern of trade,
positive values indicating competitive gains and
negative values competitive losses. It is then prob-
ably the best measure of relative export performance
or comparative advantage of a country.
49) See Ooms, Van Doorn, Models of Comparative
Export Performance, Y.E.E., Spring 1967.
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Section (2): The Analysis of the Growth of Hong Kong's
Manufactured Exports
The export performance of Hong Kong is expressed
in terms-of the .difference between the -actual or
observed rate of Hong Kong's exports and that of the
world's imports..- This difference is, in turn, measured
by comparing the growth rates with the hypothetical
growth rates of Hong Kong's total exports. The diff-
erence between the actual and the-hypothetical increase
in Hong Kong's total manufactured exports is decomposed
into three effects according to the identity discussed
above. The hypothetical increase in each period refers
to what the increase in the value of Hong Kong's
exports of manufactures and their components would
have been had they increased at the same rate as the
world average for the respective product groups.
Table 26 shows the differences between the actual
and a hypothetical change in the value of Hong Kong's
exports of total manufactures and their various compo-
nents in the mid-sixties (1966/67- 1969/70) and in
the early seventies (1969/70- 1972/73). In the mid-
sixties, the difference between the actual and
Table 26: The Actual and the Hypothetical
Increase in Different Group of
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a refers to 196667 - 196970
b refers to 196970 - 197273
hypothetical increase in the total manufactured exports
of Hong Kong is U.S,$ 10.43, but in the early seventies,
the difference of that increase is negative U.S.$ 63.03.
The negative sign of the difference in the early
seventies is not surprising, since during the early
seventies the factors concerning about the export
performance was very unfavourable to Hong Kong.
In the case of all other components of manufactures,
N shows a negative difference between the actual and
5
hypothetical increase in both periods. This indicates
that Hong Kong's inability to compete in the world market
from the very beginning of the period under considera¬
tion. The large negative difference between the actual
and hypothetical increase in during early seventies
was very striking, which was about US.$ 228.78 million
comparing with the positive difference of U.S.$ 98.07
million in mid-sixties. Hence, it would be safe to
conclude that the negative sign of the difference
between the actual and hypothetical increase in the
total manufactured exports of Hong Kong in the early
seventies was mainly due to the declining share of
exports of in the world market, and the facts that
Hong Kong's exports are concentrated on manufactured
products for which world demand has been expanding
relatively more slowly than the world average.
(miscellaneous manufactured products) includes wigs,
toys and dolls, artificial flowers, plastic articles,
jewellery and wares, rattan articles, and umbrellas etc
Among the products of N, the export share of wigs
declined especially rapidly, we have discussed in the
early chapter.
Table 27 shows the results of decomposing the
difference between.the actual and the hypothetical
increase in Hong Kong's exports into three effects,
1 v L .. } J.
namely, the commodity effect, the area effect and the
competitive effect. The component effects are further
y
ex pre s sed as a percentage of the actual increase in
Hong Kong's exports in both periods. Thus we are able
to compare how the relative importance of difference
causes of Hong Kong's export growth has changed from
period one to period two.
Changes in Commodity Composition due to demand
and supply factors in the mid-sixties and earlier
seventies are summarized in Table 28.



































































(a) The Area Pattern
Generally speaking, Hong Kong suffered an
unfavourable area pattern for both periods, which
is reflected by the negative area effects under
the periods. This is to say that Hong Kong was
specializing on the export markets where the import
demand were slower than the average of the world.
For example, Hong Kong concentrates on the United
Kingdom as a very important importing country
where the expansion of demand in the world was
least marked.
Table 29! The Area Effect for different Commodity












































Table 30i Commodity Effect for different
commodity groups, million US$














































Table 29 shows the value and the relative
share of exports attributed to the area effect.
For 196667 - 196970, the commodity groups suffered
from unfavourable area pattern of trade were N,
N and N„. For 196970 - 197273, the c ommodity
50. •
groups suffered from unfavourable area pattern of
trade included N and N. In the second
period, area pattern of trade for commodity groups
N and N0 had improved, but that of N had
5o J
deterioted. A most striking finding from the
analysis is that the area pattern of trade for
and were unfavourable for both periods under
consideration. This is because Hong Kong depends
largely of and on the markets (e.g. the
United Kingdom) where the import demand were very
slow on the average of world trade.
(b) The Commodity Pattern
The loss to Hong Kong from the area pattern
of trade was offset in part by a gain from its commo¬
dity pattern. The gain in the commodity pattern of
trade expansion was indicated by the all positive
sign of the commodity effects in Table 27 for both
periods. This means that Hong Kong was specializing
in the commodity composition in which the expansion
of world demand was very remarkable. The commodity
effect of the export was then broken down by
commodity groups for the two periods in Table 30.
For 196667 -196970, the commodity groups suffer¬
ing from the unfavourable commodity pattern of
include N, and Ng. For 196970 - 197273
the commodity groups suffering from the unfavourable
commodity pattern of trade include and
N . and N suffered from the unfavourable
commodity pattern in both the periods under consi¬
deration. The commodity effect for N was the
largest one among the commodity groups in absolute
value. Hence, the positive commodity effect for
the manufacture exports of Hong Kong was mainly
attributed to the export of which the expansion
of world demand was very remarkable in this
commodity group.
(c) The Competitiveness
The responsiveness of trade flows to
relative price changes is an important factor to be
considered when deciding upon the domestic policy
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measures which is influenced by the. effects,
either directly or'through the impact on incomes
and price levels, on the external payments position.
It becomes important to ascertain. the nature, and
magnitude of-.these effects. But changes in economic
activity, shifts in demand, and price movements are
to some extent interrelated, and it is exceedingly
difficult to assess the seperate effect of any one,
factor.(50)
The competitive effect is probably the best
measure of a country's comparative advantage of
exports. It shows the extent to which each country
gained or lost ground for reasons other than shifts
in the pattern of trade. A country's competitive-
ness in a given market may be said to have increased
when the volume of its exports to that market
(50) See Helen B. Junz and Rudolf R. Rhomberg, Prices
and Export Performance of Industrial Countries,
1953-63, I.M.F., 1965, Staff Papers 12 ,
p. 224-269.
relative to the volume of other exporting countries
tends to rise as a result of changes in expert
supply conditions in the exporting country..
Keeping this in mind that our definition of the
'competitive effect' impies an effect of zero if
the competition position is merely maintained.
From Table 27, the competitive effect shows
a positive sign in the mid-sixties and shows a
negative sign in the early seventies indicated the
failure in the export expansion due to the various
factors imposed in the export structure of Hong
Kong. Firstly, Hong Kong is severely constrained
by the lack of land; therefore, rents for all kinds
of buildings have been increasing sharply because
of the great increase in the demand of it, which
imposed a heavy financial burden on the firms or
industries of Hong Kong. Secondly, in the early
seventies, Hong Kong had already achieved the stage
of full employment and high-wage level, the labour
cost increased very fast accordingly. Finally,
the technological progress was not fast enough to
offset the increase in the factor costs in some
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major manufacturedproducts of H ong K ong . I n the
early sixties , H ong K ong . did not have strong comp -
etitor - s becauseS outh K orea and T aiwan were at
their early stage of expanding exports - of manufactures,
so she - could expand her markets share easily . B ut
in the early seventies , south K orea and T aiwan were
successful expanding their exports by the outward -
looking policy . - B esides , the entry of the M ainland
C hina into the U nited N ations also indicated a new
strong competitor with low labour costs penetrating
into the competition of the developing world .
T able 3 1 : T he C ompetitiveE ffect by M ajor
C ommodityG roups ( million US $ ,
percentage changes shown in
parenthesis )
1 9 6 9 / 7 0 - 1 9 7 2 / 7 31 9 6 6 / 6 7 ' - 1 9 6 9 / 7 0
- 7 . 8 5N 3 0 . 9 6 ( 2 7 . 0 0 )( - 3 9 . 9 5 )
- 3 9 . 7 8N 2 1 5 . 5 2 ( 6 . 1 0 ) ( _ 7 . 3 L t )
- 2 2 1 . 6 58 1 . 8 2N 3 ( 3 7 . 1 9 ) ( - 2 1 2 . 7 8 )
N 4 1 4 . 5 2 5 8 . 7 2( 1 6 . 6 0 ) ( 2 9 . 7 3 )
- 4 . 4 1N 5 . - 3 L + . 1 4( - 3 7 . 0 3 ) ( - 1 0 6 6 . 8 8 )
1 4 . 1 87 . 6 9 ( 6 7 . 5 2 ) ( + 0 . 5 3 )N 6
N 7 o . 8 7 2 . 6 0( 1 7 . 7 2 ) ( 2 2 . 9 7 )
- 3 . 8 0N 8 9 . 7 7( - 1 5 8 . 3 3 ) ( + 2 . 9 3 )
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F rom T able 3 1 , we can observethat the
negative competitive effect in - the early seventies
was mainly due to the losing ground - of the tradi -
tional commodity groups , namely clothing , footwear
and miscellaneousmanufacturedproducts . - T his was
cincidedwith the analysis- by the R . C . A . method.
F or N 1 ( textiles ) , the trade intensity was declining
from period I to period II , but the positive compe -
titive effect shows that the - industrialists of
- H ong K ong was able to offset this unfavourable
condition by shifting to some synethics . T he other
commodity groups show an increase in the competitive
effect includingN 4 9 N 6 , N 7 and N 8 . T his increase,
at the expense of some traditional commodity groups ,
in the competitiveeffect indicated that H ong K ong
was able to shift its productive resources rapidly
to the sectors which had more comparative advantages
T herefore, the exportgrowthfrom 1 9 6 9 to - 1 9 7 3 was
still very remarkable . H owever , the losing ground
in the traditional commodity groups , especially
clothing had revealed a very serious supply problem
in the domestic economy of H ong K ong which shall
be discussed later .
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S ection ( 3 ) : T he P roductL ife C ycle T heory and the
D evelopmentof the E conomyof - H ong - K ong
I t is traditional in economic analysis to treat
the state of the industrial arts as a parameter of the
economic system which can change only in the long run .
W ith the acceleration of technological progress and
the rapid diffusion of knowledge in modern times , a
country ' s technological capacity may be elarged within
a surprisinglyshort span of time . T he product life
cycle theory - of trade is a new trade model that
recognizes the quickened pace of international diffusion
of technologyand its effect on the pattern of trade . ( 5 1 )
( 5 1 ) R aymond V ernon incorporatedthe concept of product
life cycle into a trade model in I nternational
I nvestmentand I nternationalT rade in the P roduct
L ife C ycle, Q . J . E . , V ol . LXXX( M ay 1 9 6 6 ) p . 1 9 0 -
2 7 0 . F or an excellentsurvey of the theory , see
L ouis T . W ells , I nternationalT rade : T he P roduct
L ife C ycle A pproachin T he P roduct L ife C ycle
and I nternationalT rade , edited by him ( B oston :
D ivision of R esearch , G raduate S chool of B usiness
A dministration, H arvardU niversity, 1 9 7 2 ) p . 3 - 3 8 .
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( A ) T he M echanismof T echnologicalD iffusion
T he basic product life cycle theory postulates
that countries which have the resources for market
research , invention and innovation will specialize
in the . production - of commodity compositionstill
in the early stage of product formation . I t is
characterized by - highly differentiated products
and process so that locational considerations and
specialized( i . e . highly skilled ) labour are of
great importance. L ater on , as demand for the
product ( both at home and abroad ) expands , standar -
dization of the new products become possible as the
number of feasible processes declines . T he standar -
dization of the production process and the establish -
ment of wider marketing facilities enable firms to
attain economies of scale due to longer production
runs . H owever , the process of standardizationof
production techniques eventually enables other
countries to produce and even export these goods
based on a variety of local advantages , including
lower labour costs . - . I n the last stage of the cycle ,
factor price differentials will play the paramount
role in determiningthe pattern of trade . P roducts
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will look to the least cost area of production,
normally the labour - surplus , low wages , less
developed countries .
B ) P roduct L ife C ycle T heory and E conomicD evelopmen( 5 2 )
T he power of the product cycle theory is in
its ability to expain - the economic developmentand
trade in - an internationalcontext and of a particular
country . S ince any one country is part of a
continuum this pattern is easily extended to describe
the interaction ' between countries . T he innovator
initiates production and then begins to export .
A s follower countries begin their own production ,
their imports fall off and the innovator ' s exports
decline , the innovators ' export markets decline
further and eventually its own market is penetrated
by the followers' s exports . H owever , as the first
followers in the long - run are subject to the same
competitive pressures from countries less advanced
( 5 2 ) S ee W illiam V . R app , T he M any P ossibleE xtensions
of P roductC ycle A nalysis, H . J . E . , J une 1 9 7 5 ,
p . 2 3 - 2 9 .
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than themselves , their export markets for a
particular product and - finally home markets are
also penetrated. T his is called the ' chasing - up '
effect . H owever , by this time followers have
probably become innovators and / or followed into a
new product . F or example , as developing countries
such as H ong K ong , T aiwan , S outh . K orea and S ingapore
succeed in building up light - manufacturingexport
industries, J apan ' s share - of world trade in those
industries will be gradually pared . E xport products
in which J apan ' s competitivenessha already declined
are cotton textiles , toys , wigs , metal tableweares,
umbrellas , baseball gloves , r L bber and plastic
footwear, and other labour - intensiveproducts. ( 5 3 )
T herefore , the pattern of exports , imports and
industrial production at a particular time is the
result of the aggregation of the individual product
( 5 3 ) S ee T . O zawa , J apan ' s T echnologicalC hallengeto
the W est , 1 9 5 0 - 7 4 , MIT P ress , C ambridge,
M assachusetts, and L ondon, E ngland, 1 9 7 4 , P . 7 - 8 .
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cycles with each product having its own timing and
relative importance accoring to a country ' s income
levels and factor supplies . F ollowing the develop -
ment pattern of the product cycles , it is convenient
to seperate thes . cycles into two main groups :
' intea - industrycycle ' and ' inter - industrycycle ' .
T he - former represent the emergence of new products
within an existing industry , e . g . cotton to wool
to synethetic textiles . T he latter , however , means
the developmentof a new industry , e . g . textiles to
electronics .
T he reason for this distinction is that
product cycles are actually the result of the com -
petitive interaction between firms located in
different countries and operating in different
competitive contexts and different economic
environments at different stages of development .
I t is usually easier to extend their product line
or to enter new business related to their existing
one . B ut it may be quite difficult to enter a
totally new field as the technology markets ,
managementeconomics tec are all new .
Of course, the developing countries cannot
definitely follow the production at the final stage
of the life cycles. The factor endowments, ability
to absorb the technology, scale of economies,
incomes etc, may also play a very important role.
For example, the production of automobile may be at
the mature stage of the product life cycles of many
DCs, yet the LDCs may not be suitable to produce.
The development of the Hong Kong econoy by
no exception is a continuum of the product life
cycles. Several evidence can be traced:
(a) Hong Kong's industry concentrated predominately
on the manufacture of the mature and have long
entered the mass production stage, namely
clothing, textiles, footwear etc which require
little research and development by the local
e n t r e pr e nu e r s .
(b) At the early stage of development, Hong Kong
is characterized by labour surplus and low
wages. It met the requirement of the product
cycle approach at the mature stage where products
will look to the least cost area of production.
By observing the export share of manufactured
products among the developing industrial countries,
Hong Kong played a very remarkable role in this
aspect. This means that Hong Kong has been very
successfully in catching the production of these
mature-stage products than other LDCs. As we know,
most of the LDCs are also characterized by labour
surplus and low wages, yet Hong Kong turned out to
be more remarkable than these countries to produce
these products. What should be the main reasons?
The first answer should be that Hong Kong
got her advantage in the development as the 'intra-
industry cycle' type at the early stage of economic
development whilst other LDCs had not yet started
developing industrial products. Hong Kong started
her first sector of industry, textiles industry in
1920 on a traditional handicraft basis. From 19-7
to 1950, the foundation of the modern cotton
weaving sector as well as the textile industry as
a whole was laid by Shanghai industrialists who
brought their machinery and skills from Mainland
China. At the same time, the industrialists was
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able to shift part of the productive resources to
the clothing industry. It was, not until 1960's
when the domestic exports of Hong Kong was largely
dominated by clothing, with a higher foreign
demand and income elasticities. The easy shift
from textile industry to clothing industry may be
so-called the 'intra-industry cycle'.
To give a general picture of the Hong Kong
clothing industry with respect to its growth and
development,. labour probles and technology, the
'intra-industry cycle' shifts of three of Hong Kong's
largest clothing corporations is given below:(54)
Supply existing markets in South-Stage 1
east Asia with cotton yarns and(About.19149-52)
gray cotton piece-goods. When
these markets deteriorate, switch
to production for South Korea.
(54) John L. Espy, The Strategies of Chinese Industrial
Enterprises in Hong Kong, Doctoral dissertation,
Harvard Business School, 1970.
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Stage 2 Penetrate the British markets for
(About 1952-55) cotton yarns and gray cotton
piece-goods, then penetrate the
U.S. market for these items.
Obtain progressively larger shares
of both markets.
Integrate vertically by'installingStage 3
dyeing and finishing facilities.(About 1956-60)
Then produce simple cotton knit
and non-knit garments for export
to advanced countries.
Stage 4 Diversify into woollen knit goods
for exports to advanced countries.(About 1961-65)
Garments then dominate Hong Kong's
export value.
Stage 5 Continue diversification, producing
yarns from synthetic fibres and a
variety of fabrics and piece-goods.
Producing a wide range of garments
from low-cost, mass produced
standard items to custom-made,
high-fashion clothing for export
to advanced countries.
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The present keen competitors of Hong Kong,
namely Taiwan and South Korea have much in common
on the economies of Hong Kong. They both possess
intelligent and industrious population. Besides,
they are'also characterized as labour surplus and
lack of natural resources. But both of them were
confronted by overt military threats. Taiwan's
industrialization effort started with the first
five year development plan in 1953, while South
Korea engaged in reconstruction effort after the
cease-fire was signed in 1953. Therefore, in the
early 50's the two competitors were just beginning
to develop whilist Hong Kong was mature enough to
shift the textile industry to the clothing industry.
The next answer is that-with a well-organized
and price-sensitive markets, more capital and orders,
and techical knowledge, the production of these
'product cycle' products will be easier to adapt.
Hong Kong's long history of entrepot trade provided
her with much infrastructure, valuable commercial
ties, vast marketing experience and an international
outlook. Besides, the influx of refugees from
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Mainland China provided not only entrepreneurial
talent but a large labour force-willing to work 'at
very low wages. In addition, Hong Kong has also
derived benefit from a large and sustained inflow
of capital seeking both a haven and.a reward.
Under the philosophy of laissez-faire, every
economic activities can operate efficiently in this
price-sensitive market. This suitable conditions
for, the development of these products could be
matchless by some other labour surplus and low
wages LDCs.
(C) Competitiveness and Product Cycle Approach
In general, as regards the market potential
of manufactured exports, the product cycle approach
suggests that the developing countries may expect
to have a comparative advantage in mature products. 55
(55) Mature products may have one undesirable attribute,
namely, they may require substantial capital out-
lays. The comparative advantage of less developed
countries will therefore be limited to mature
products whose capital content is not too high.
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The longer the difference between Hong Kong's
imitation lead and other less developed countries'
imitation lag, the larger will be the exports of
Hong Kong. As the cost of technological transfer
declines over time, the cost of production will
play a even more key role when imitating by the
followers. With the increase of cost of production
in the early 70's, Hong Kong was losing her
comparative advantage in the production of her exis-
ting standardized consumer products, i.e. Hong Kong
was facing a similar life cycle of her own. The
mature products once successfully produced in Hong
Kong was now seeking place to the less cost of
production territories, such as South Korea, Taiwan
and Singapore.
As a result of subsequent economic growth,
surplus labour of Hong Kong was absorbed, the demand
and supply of labour become more balanced, and
interindustrial wages-differentials narrowed consid-
erably in the early seventies. As Lloyd Reynolds
suggested that interindustry was dispersion tends
to reach a maximum some time during the early stages
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of industrialization and to-diminish gradually
after that point.(56) This is what one would
expect under free-market conditions, assuming
that skills are relatively short and unskilled
labour abundant in new developing countries, and
these disparities in supply are gradually overcome.
.Table 32 shows the interindustrial wage
differential( including fringe benefits) of
Hong Kong from 1964 to 1973. The table is divided
into two'sections. One accounts for the 15 indust-
ries, and the other covers the subgroup of 9 manuf-
acturing industries. The measurement of dispersion
indicated by the coefficient of variation in 1964
was 0.1886 and was 0.0989 in 1973, which showed
that the interindustrial wage-differentials in the
early 70's narrowed considerably. The percentage
differentials were 165.7 percent in 1964 and 123.4
percent in 1973, respectively, a decline of 42.3
(56) L.G. Reynolds and C.H. Taft, The Evolution of
Wage Structure, New Haven, 19569 P. 356.
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percent points:. The subgroup data showed no
.significant difference from the entire group.





.group, H.K.$H.K. Dollarof VariationYear
Nominal ReaRea]NominalMarch)
1+2.9165.7 3.23.20. 1886 5.25.21964
3. 1134.7156.3 3.10. 158+ 5.05.01965
2.42.54.7 125.94.8148.90. 15001966
2.32.4122.94.14.414o. o0. 12961967
2.42.74.3 12+.7142.90. 1382 4. 91968
2.2 1.94.o 117.9136.2o. 1166 4. 71969
2.5122.0134.6o.1145 3.15.01970
4.2126.44.6127.6o. 09+3 3.13.41971
4+.1 2.9 2. 1115.5121.20.0707 3.01972
2. 1114.6123.40.0989 3.13.51973 5.2
Cheung-Kwok Law, Wage Differentials: a caseSources:
Study of Hong Kong, 1964-1973119 Master




Table 33: Average Daily wage Rates of Manufacturing
Industry in Some Asian Countries, 196+-72
US Dollars
SouthHong (a) (a)(a) (a)Taiwan JapanSingaporeYear
KoreaKong (c) (e)(d)(b)
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)
0.560.69 1.560.48 1.102.481.72 3.583.061964
0.581.610.780.56 1.202.481.93 3.451965 3.34






0.432.08 1.75 1.571.291.862.53 7.501971 3.26.
0.442.211.348.931.762.911972 3.89
Sources: Commissioner of Labour, Annual Department Report (Hong Kong:
Government Printer, various years) International Labour
Organization, Year Book of Labour Statistics Geneva, 1972)
and Bulletin of Labour Statistics (Geneva, £st quarter of
197 3 issue)
In order to see the whole piture of the wage
structure of Hong Kong, we have compared the wage
levels in some competing countries of Hong Kong in
Asia in Table 33« The daily wage rates of manufac¬
turing industry of Hong Kong in 1964 was US$ 1.72
and US$ 389 in 1972. Therefore, the wage rates
increased 2.26 times from 1964 to 1972. Comparing
the wage rates between Hong Kong and Singapore,
the wage rates in Singapore showed a steady trends
for 1964, while those of Hong Kong showed an
increasing trends during the same period. In the
case of Korea and Taiwan, the increase rates were
also far behind that of Hong Kong. By any means,
the wages rates of Hong Kong in the early seventies
was the highest among the Asian countries only
after Japan.
In the early sixties, Hong Kong did not
have strong competitors because Korea and Taiwan
were at their early stage of expanding exorts of
manufactures. Therefore, the wage levels of the
two countries were of less importance to Hong Kong.
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But in the late sixties, both Korea and Taiwan had
been successful-in shifting the inwardly-oriented
industrializationto the outwardly-oriented one,
the wage levels of them were of great significance
to Hong.Kong in respect of competitive position.
In our previous analysis, both the R.C.A. approacl
and the Tyszynski approach, we have found that Hong Kong
was losing her comparative advantage in the productions
of the relatively traditional commodity groups, such as
textile, clothing, footwear and miscellaneous manufact-
ured products in the early seventies. And at the same
time, Hong Kong tended to be 'export widening' to check
the loss in the market shares.
From the 'product life cycle' theory, as the
cost of technological transfer decline over time, the
cost of production will play a major role for these
mature and mass-production stage products. In the
early seventies, Hong Kong was losing her competitive
strength because of the relative high wage levels
among the competing countries, such as Taiwan, South
Korea and Singapore. The loss in the competitiveness
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of Hong Kong in exports may be explained in this way.
On the-one hand, the competing countries of Hong Kong
was very fast to follow the imitation of producing
these products, therefore, the quick timing of imitation
lag increased their domestic exports sharply'at the
expense of Hong Kong's overseas markets. On the other
hand, facing with the. keen competitors, Hong Kong was
ready to shift her production effort to some other
labour-intensive' manufactures.(57) This involves the
problem of 'learning period'. This can highly explain
that the competitive effect in our previous analysis
was negative in the total manufactured exports in the
early seventies.
(57) This can be seen by the number of commodities
exported. In 1962, the number of commodities
exported of Hong Kong was 91, in 1968 it was 97,
and in 1972, it was 128, according to SITC, 3-digit.
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As we have pointed out, many Southeast Asian
countries have started-industrialization by exporting
rapidly in these mature, mass-produced products, and
are now in keen competition with Hong Kong in foreign
markets. Although their product quality and design
may not be as good as Hong Kong's, their wages are
lower than that. of Hong Kong. (58) Consequently, -their
products are more competitive as far as price is
concerned.(59) It seems that this trend is likely to
continue because the rate of increase of wages in Hong
Kong is faster than other Asian countries.
It is often feared that LDCs concentration on
labour intensive products might in the long run
threaten to repeat the early twentieth century pattern
of international division of labour, with a surplus of
labour intensive products competing for'limited markets
(58) Here, the quality of labour is not considered.
(59) Of course, competitiveness is wider than price
competition, it also implies quality, packing,
standardization, and some other non-price aspects
of competition.
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and declining income terms of tradeJbv(60) .This indeed
could be the case if the LDCs were to maintain forever
their specialization pattern in a very narrow range
of labour intensive products. This outcome, however,
appears to be rather unlikely. First, in the long run
the specializat on patterns can be expected to change
because of the dynamics of comparative advantage.
In moving from low to higher levels of development
countries are likely to develop more skill, acquire a
better technology and accumulate more capital in the
process. The ensuring increase in productivity will
probably open up the possibility of creating new and
better products leading ultimately to a change in the
line of production. Secondly, unlike in primary prod-
ucts the scope for product differentiation in manufac-
tures is much wider. Hence, specializing in labour
intensive products does not neccessarily imply
(60) H.B. Chenry and H. Huhes, The international
Division of Labour: The Case of Industry in
Towards a New World Economy, 1972, P. 75.
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specializing in a narrow sense. Finally, the potential
international market for labour intensive exports from
LDCs is conceivably quite large and this markets can-as
(61)
well be expected to grow as the-world ,income grows.
As Hal Lary pointed out that imports from less developed
countries of many light-consumer manufactures..... have
(62)
.scarcely scratched the surface.62)
(61) The developing countries accounted for only
13.5 percent of the total imports of labour
intensive manufactures by, fourteen developed
countries. See R. Banerji, The Export
Performance of LDCs: A Constant Market Share
Analysis, W.A., Sept., 1974, p. 478.
(62) Hal Lary, Imports of Manufactured from Less
Developed Countries (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1968), p. 114.
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According to Maizels,b(63) a broadening of
-the export base also implies industrialization. In
this connection, Lary's arguments is worth noticing.
He emphasizes that LDCs will have to achieve a rapid
increase in their export of manufactures to DC s if
they are to earn foreign exchange in amounts commensu-
rate with their needs. This is where the world's
purchasing power is concentrated, and it is also where-.
LDCs will have to obtain most of the capital equipment
and much of the required materials.-
His empirical study suggests that some of the
greatest opportunities for future expansion may be
offered by the marginally labour-intensive miscellan-
eous light manufactures such as: footwear and other
leather, rubber and plastic goods glassware, china,
and pottery furniture books and printed matter
games, toys, sporting goods, and musical instruments
(63) A. Maizels, Exports and Economic Growth of
Developing Countries (London: The Cambridge
University Press, 1968)q p. 270 and 153.
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cutlery, hardware and other metal products; jewelery
and siliverware, custom jewelery and notions; optical
goods, camera, watches and instruments; electrical
apparatus and appliances; and non-electrical machinery
and equipment. These products are of marginal labour
intensity, judged by their relatively high value added
per employee, and imports form LDCs are very small
compared with total imports and with U.S. production.(64)
Many of these products were initially developed
in Hong Kong to serve the home market, and a large
proportion of exports went to the foreign markets.
Generally speaking, product diversification involves
'intra-industry diversification' and 'inter-industry
diversification'. The intra-industry diversification
means to produce more kinds of items within the same
industry. For example, the electronic industry can
diversify its commodity groups into transistor radios,
electronic calculators, transistorized tape recorders,
parts for computers, transistors, semiconductor
integrated circuits etc. The inter-industry diversifi-
cation may imply the establishment of more promosing
industries.
(64)H.B. Lary, op. cit, p.114
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In fact, Hong Kong has undergone the 'inter-
industry diversification' in the early seventies as
we have pointed out in earlier chapter. Inter-industry
diversification may be quite difficult, since. it
involves the new technology.and management. Although.
continual-progress will undoubtedly require a continual
expansion in exports,.an industry needs a 'learning
period' to become competitive. Hence, the difficulties
in the export expansion of Hong Kong in the early
seventies indicated by the negative 'competitive effect'
in our previous analysis highly reflected this point.
We can predict that the export expansion of Hong Kong
will be very fast if the 'learning period' does not
exist too long. This is to say if the manufacturers
of Hong Kong can adjust this changing conditions well,
the export expansion of Hong Kong in the future will
be definitely rapid. And it requires better technology
and higher labour productivity.
It may be reasonable to expect that the intra-
industry diversification will be shifting more smooth,
since it involves little new technology and management.
Besides, there will be little difficulties in catching




1. The area pattern and commodity pattern of trade
were both unfavourable to N1 in the mid-sixties
and early seventies. The loss of share due to the
pattern of trade for N1, a traditional export which
had a declining demand, is not unexpected. As.we
know, special- policies discriminating against exports
of textile from LDCs has been carried out by the DC
since late 50's (i.e. Lancashire Agreement in 1958,
Long Term Arrangement for Cotton textile in 1972).
The contraints led the industrialists of Hong Kong
shift the pattern of trade in textiles to some
synthetics which had less stagnant demand and less
import restricts in the importing countries.
Therefore, the pattern of trade in the early
seventies was less unfavourable than in the mid-
sixties.
2. In the case of N2 (clothing), the increase in the
unfavourable competitive effect in the, early
seventies had proved that Hong Kong found it
difficult to expand the export in this commodity
in the international markets. Anyhow, Hong Kong
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was successful in checking the loss in market
share by 'trading up', i.e: producing some
sophisticated products with higher quality and
greater unit value, and exporting to more bouyant
markets. Hence, the unfavourable competitive
effect was able to offset by the increase in the
commodity pattern of trade and less unfavourable
area pattern of trade in the early seventies
comparing with the mid-sixties.
3. The most striking thing in the. exports of the
early seventies was that N3 (miscellaneous manufac-
tured products) showed not only unfavourable in the
pattern of trade, but also in the competitive
position. The great decrease in the competitive
effect showed that Hong Kong had failed to maintain
her-market share because of the price factor.
In the case of N6, N7 and N8, besides the commodity
pattern of trade for N7, all of them showed a better
situation in the pattern of trade and competitive
position in the early.seventies than in the mid-
sixties. For N41 though the commodity pattern
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was a little bit unfavourable, yet this unfavourable
situation was greatly-offset by the competitive
effect. Besides, the.large increase in the
competitive effect in this commodity groups also
reflected that Hong Kong was able to expand her
exports of it successfully.
4. The negative competitive effect in the early seventies
was mainly due to the losing ground of the traditional
commodity groups, N2, N3 and N5, which add together
were over 70 percent of the export share of Hong Kong.
Linking with the analysis of the R.C.A. method, it
seems safe to conclude that in the early seventies,
Hong Kong was losing her comparative advantage in
relatively traditional products. Several possible
reasons may be searched.
The first reason may be attributed to the high cost
of production in the industry of Hong Kong. In the
early seventies, the industrial wages of Hong Kong
are the highest in Asia after Japan, and professional
salaries are even among the highest in the world,
see Table 33. Coupled with the high cost of
industrial land and the building construction, Hong
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Kong can no longer be considered as a low-cost
territory. Hong Kong's manufacturing products can
no more compete in the world market on price.
In other words, factories in Hong Kong cannot- sell
their production capacity, but instead, they have
to sell their products.
Secondly, many countries around Hong Kong particul-
arly Taiwan, Singapore, and South Korea having
lower wage levels than Hong Kong are striving for
accelerated industrial development and greater
holding of foreign currency. They are helped by
the government and supported by massive foreign
aid, to compete with those of Hong Kong's overseas
markets. Thirdly, many of the industrially
developing countries are closing their doors against
the imports of product s which they can now manufacture
by their own. Actually, Hong Kong should worry about
her future of exports since over. half of the total
exports of Hong Kong still relied on the traditional
type of commodities. To make matter worse, the
protectionism arising in the early seventies by the
DCs had make the exports of Hong Kong facing more
problems.
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5. The' export growth of Hong Kong in the mid-sixties
may be* largely explained by the gains in the
commodity pattern of trade and competitive position,
but in the early seventies, that could be explained
by the commodity pattern of trade.- The area pattern
of trade, however, was both unfavourable to the two
periods. In addition, if a major share of a country's
market share increase could be-explained by gains
in competitive strength among traditional commodity
groups, this means that 'export deepening' rather
than 'export widening' provides the more persuasive
explanation of these trends. Hence, it would be
no doubt that the export pattern of Hong Kong in
the mid-sixties be regarded as the 'export deepening',
since it depended on the competitive strength to
increase its market share. In the early seventies,
the export growth may be explained by the gains in
the commodity pattern of trade, e.g. by trading up,
which was regarded as 'export widening'. Besides,
in the early seventies, the trade gains tended to
be largely dependent upon the growth of import
capacity.
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6. An attempt is made to-analyse the unfavourable
supply conditions (measured by*the negative
competitive effect) of Hong Kong in the earlier
seventies. by- means of the 'Product Life Cycle'
theory. From this theory, the cost of technological
transfer declines over time, and the cost of
production will play a major role for the.mature
and mass-production products. With the narrowing
of the interindustry wage differentials and the
increase of wage rates, Hong Kong was losing her
comparative advantages in the production of the
established products because of the fast imitation
and relatively low wages of the other Southeast
Asian countries. The broadening lines of production
of Hong Kong's industry in the early seventies,
however, involves the 'inter-industry cycles'
shift, this needs a 'learning period' of the indu
industries to become competitive. The negative
competitive effect may reflect that Hong Kong





On a prior ground, the prospects for economic
development are-poor for a small -and labour surplus
economy as Hong Kong. Her domestic. market is too
small to accommodate massive industrialization-program
applicable to large economies. However, Hong Kong has
been able to offset her disadvantages of size through
the expansion of manufactured exports.
The principal focus of this thesis is to
examine the factors affecting export growth and trade
flows of Hong Kong. Two methods are used. One is
the Revealed Comparative Advantage Approach, and the
other is the Tysznski Approach. The R. C. A. approach
is mainly used to analyse the possible economic factors
affecting the trade flows of Hong Kong, while the
Tysznski approach is mainly used to analyse the export
growth of Hong Kong under the periods considered.
However, these two approaches are complementary to
each other.
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By means of the'R.C.A.'method, we found that
the comparative advantage in textile, clothing,
miscellaneous manufactured products and footwear
were decling from mid-sixties to early seventies.
On the other hand, eclectrical machinery and apparatus,
manufacture of metal and sanitary, plumbing, heating
and lighting fixtures, and fittings have been improved.
In the pattern of trade flows, we found that the
strongest export commodities of Hong Kong are the best
area balanced. It is also found that the best commod-
ity is achieved in the strongest areas in the export
trade of Hong Kong. Besides, Hong Kong does not
market her 'weakest' commodities disproportionately
in her strongest areas, unlike most of the other
advanced countries.
Hong Kong's successful export trade with U.S.A.
and U.K. is mainly due to the high degree of comple-
mentarity and special country bias. By observing the
movement of the BTA and WTA of Hong Kong's commodities
to her importing countries, it is seen that Hong Kong's
comparative advantages were declining in the exports
of some manufactured goods. Commodities losing the
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comparative advantages include N1, N2, N3 and N5, as
shown in Chapter two, section four. This may be due
to the structural as well as the competitive factors.
By means of the Tysznski approach, we found, the loss
of the export strength in N2, N3 and N5 was due to the
competitive effect (supply factors). In addition, N
3
was also suffering from the unfavourable commodity
and area pattern of trade.
In 1966/67 and 1972/73, the area pattern of trade
of Hong-Kong is both unfavourable, and the commodity
pattern of trade, on the other hand, is very favourable.
The negative competitive effect in 1972/73 may reflect
the supply problems of the economy of Hong Kong.
This may be explained by means of the 'Product Life
Cycle' theory. With the narrowing of the interindustry
wage differentials and the fast increase wage rates,
Hong Kong was losing her comparative advantages in the
production of these established products. Some
Southeast Asian countries with relative low wage rates
may find it advantage to follow the production of
these products. It would, however, be wrong to conclude
from above that the export prospects for Hong Kong have
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reached a stage. of impasse. On the one hand, Hong
Kong tends to be 'trading-up' by better quality and
design. On the other hand, within, the existing
pattern of international deman, it should not be
difficult to locate areas of specialization in which
Hong Kong can expoit her comparative advantage.
The broadening lines of production in the
early seventies reflect that Hong Kong was able to
shift her porductive resources to some other labour-
intensive industries. However, this-involves the
'inter-industry cycles' development, according to the
product life cycle approach. Most of the industries
need a 'learning period' to become competitive.
For this reason, Hong Kong's future development lies
in 'intra-industry product cycle' evolution rather
than its past pattern of inter-industry cycle
development.
A shift towards more sophisticated exports would
reduce the export share of established products and
increase that of differentiated products. However,
'continued growth of export has to rely on decrease in
L -average cost of production in export industries.
The decrease in cost can be attributed to either the
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economy of scale or increase in productivity through
improvement in productive and managerial skill. As
Hong Kong is mainly dominated by the small industries
whose comparative advantage lies in labour-intensive
industries, the latter cause of cost reduction seems
more important than the former. Arising from the
youthfulness of. the labour force with higher educational
level recently, the possibility of productivity increase
is great, provided that the major employers follow an
enlightened policy towards labour and remain techno-
logically abreast with what is happening in the same
fields in the other parts of the world.
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